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HE PRINCETON

Help Preserve Our Liberties .. .
Go To The Polls And Vote No. 2

ANDED piney NMI AS
KENTUCKY'.
EST coMMUNITY NEWSPAPER, IINSO
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KIWANIANS AT CORN PICKING

tier Batters Over
o Touchdowns To
ad At Half, Then
Ils 32 to 13
yfield's . Redbirds were too
h for an inspired but overtied Butler High School
squad last Friday night,
n the Princeton team sufd a luckless third quarter
went down to defeat, 32 to
)ri the Mayfield battleground,
r leading 13 to 6 at the half.
inceton's star burned bright
Iwo quarters and it looked
the man in the moon held
the aces for the Tigers, but
the second half started,
Cardinals turned the tide
itely in their favor, while
Butler boys' star waned.
e initial touchdown for the
was gained by PPool,
pushed over from the onemarker in the -first canto.
be r t Williamson, freshman
, scored in the second querer receiving a 35-yard pass
Kenneth Barrett. A try
extra point was good.
was in the second quarter,
that the Redbirds, sparked
erbie Hunt and some excelpassing, ran over for a sintouchdown.
e Second half destroyed Butlead, and piled up good
,ance for
Mayfield.
Ed
ey pushcd across a couple
touchdowns, while Jack
ht added a third. Butler
enable to more into enemy
'tory.
e fourth quarter saw a fifth
own for the Redbirds,
Joe Hamilton clinching the
ry for his team.
yfield suffered seriously,
Smith, star back suffera twisted knee in,„1,he secperiod and 0. W. Parr and
y Hardeman were carried
he field.
tler is taking a well earned
this weekend, but next Frinight the Tigers meet the
is Golden Bears, who last
pulled one of the biggest
to of the conference season
they downed highly-favorIcnderson, 26-6, on Header. field.

e Kiwanis Club had no
ing Wednesday but will
its annual Ladies' Night
ing, a Hallowe'en party for
bers and their feminine
ts, at the Henrietta Hotel
• night at 6:30 o'clock.
ial guests will be present
the Marion Kiwanis Club
there will be favors for the
and a number of gifts
ted by
local Kiwanians
be distributed.

Christian Laymen
ntertain Wives
e Layman's League of the
Christian Church will enin their wives at the regumeeting Monday night at 7
k In addition to group
•ng and a brief business sesa sound movie will be
n.

48 Commonwealth And
Equity Cases Are
On Docket; Grand
Jury Is Busy

ICiwanians shown in the corn field of Cheatham Morse, at Farmersville last
Thursday as they
helped gather and weigh corn on his test plot were, top
row, left to right, G. Homer Brown,
John Mahan, N. B. Cameron, C. A. Woodall, R. A. Mabry,
Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, Charles J. White,
Bob Jacobs, Henry Sevison, J. B. Lester, John Morgan,
George Eldred, John E. Young, Paul
Dunn, Rev. David R. Schulherr, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, Edwin
Lamb, R. S. Gregory, Rumsey Taylor, C. T. Pollard, Merle Drain and Frank Wood. Bottom
row, K. R. Cummins, Dr. C. H.
Jaggers, Howard McConnell, J. A. Creasey, W. D. Armstrong and Hillery
Barnett. E. C. Boater,
Shady Grove, is shown fifth from left on back row; Marlin Sigler and
Cheatham Morse, of
Farmersville, second and third from left in back row; Joe Kelly Jaggers
and Motier Quisenberry, second and third from right in bottom row.

4-H Club Champs Orderly Parties Way To
Merchants' Guests Celebrate Hollowe'en
Project Winners To Be
Honored At Dinner
Tonight
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Clyde Watson, Associate
r, Owensboro Messenger
and Inquirer
ere are some people in this
who ought to get better
amted with Virgil ChapBut if Chapman becomes
tucky's next United States
tor, they
will
probably
to know him better, since
s a reputation of being exingly attentive to the needs
• constituents.
fact, his Close attention to
il; his readiness to help peoback home who call upon
and the speed with which
mail is answered are some
the secrets of his strength
he Sixth district, which he
carried by a top-heavy maY in every primary and
ral election save one since
entered Congress in 1924.
man's lone reverse came in
1928 general election when
tacky went Republican in
loover landslide.
anman is descended from
of the pioneer families of
veky. He is the son of the
J. Virgil Chapman, widely
n educatior who had a
t deal to do with founding
present consolidated school

Old-fashioned
parties, with
apple-bobbing and good, clean
fun were called ideal to celebrate Hallowe'en by Chief of
Police Roy Rosser this week,
Chief Rooser stressed the fact
that youngsters have not raised as much cain in the last few
years as they did previrusly.
He said, however, he'd like to
have a couple more members on
the police force for the night's
celebration. He pointed out a
number of towns have laws forbidding anyone more than 16
years old wearing a mask, and
stressed the need for such a law
here.
Many cities, he said, are getting away from the form of
celebration usually expressed on
Hallowe'en, rowdyism and des-

Caldwell County 4-H champions, parents, and other outstanding members and leaders
will be guests of the Retail
Merchants Association tonight
at a dinner meeting to be held
in the dining room of the Henrietta Hotel at 630 o'clock, J.
A. Creasey, agricultural chairman, announced this week.
Certificates will be awarded
project winners in recognition
of other achievements by Wilma
Vandiver, home agent, and R.
A. Mabry, county agent.
Invocation will be given by
Frank
Wood, while
George
Eldred, president of Retail Merchants, will welcome the group.
Mrs. George Eldred will lead
group singing, and John F. Graham. former county agent, will
deliver the principal address.
In addition to project winners,
'announced last week, outstanding members for the year will Start Of Sales Moved
be recognized. Awarded prizes
Back Week To Acin district contour cultivation
work will be Roy Lowry and
commodate Buyers
ASSOCIATED PRESS)
BY
Leo Hill. Barbara Sue Graham
Lexington—The Burley Tobacwill be recognized as medal
camper.
co Sales 'Committee has voted
to, partpone opening of Burley
markets for sale of the 1948 crop
M. F. Thompson Named
until November 29.
Regular Policeman
is one week later than
M. F. Thompson, who had theThis
original opening date set at
been serving several weeks as
a meeting more than a week
policeman by appointment of
ago.
Cash,
Mayor
Chief Rosser and
The action was taken at a calwas elected a regular member
led meeting after manufacturing
of'the Princeton police force at
interests said they could not send
Monday night's Council meetbuyers to markets on the earlier
ing, attended by Councilman
date. Some of them could not
and
Jake, Pickering, Stone
make financial arrangements
Wadlington.
for buying as early as Novemfriendly
It was reported a
ber 22.
settlement had been made with
The U. S. Department of Agowners in the matter of the conriculture said it could not guarstruction of a building on the
antee the presence of graders
corner ,of the Varmint Trace
for an early opening.
and South Cave street in allegFor many years, sales have
ed violation of a city ordinance.
opened the first Monday in December. Growers and warehouse
interests long have sought to get
Dunn, Curtis Coleman and H.
crops sold earlier.

Burley Opening
Set For Nov. 29

ttentive To Needs
f Kentucky's People
ief

Autumn Term Of
Circuit Court
In Session Here

out Cardinals
. But Lose

anis To Entertain
h Hallowe'en Party

1 th
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Burley Support Price
$2.10 Higher Them '47's
Support prices by grades for
the 1949 Burley crop, ranging
from a top of $66 a hundred
pounds for top quality wrappers to $12 a hundred for nondescript, were announced yesterday by the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
The average support will be
$42.40 a hundred, a $2.10 increase over 1947.

Foot Crushed By Ice
Falling From Refrigerator

system. J. Virgil Chapman wir
me of the outstanding Baptist
'ay leaders in the early part of
lie Twentieth century and wiu
prominent in Masonry.
T h e Democratic senatorial
nominee is one of the most
scholarly men to serve in Congress from Kentucky. He is a
'earned student of the Bible, a
study that began in his child(Please turn to page nine)

Mrs. Anna Rollins suffered a
crushed foot last week when a
50-pound piece of ice slid from
a refrigerator onto her leg. Mrs.
Rollins was visiting her sister,
Mrs. Flint Trotter, Lewistown
community, when the accident
occurred.

Don Morgan Visits Here
A-S Don Morgan, USN, has
completed his basic training at
Great Lakes, Ill., and is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Morgan.
Robert McCarty
Mesdames
and Saul Pogrotsky spent last
Wednesday in Evansville.
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Election Forecast Is For
60 Pct. Vote In County
Tigers Top Surprise

Caldwell Circuit Court openOf 1948 Grid Season
Princeton, the team that
ed Monday with 21 Commonwill go down in W. K. athwealth cases, 27 new equity casletic history as the greatest
es and five ordinary cases.
surprise of the 1948 football
Judge H. F. S. Bailey is on the
season, almost upset the
bench.
titled Redwings. The BenThe grand jury consists of the
gals led 13-6 at the end of
following citizens: J. B. Ray,
the first half, then cracked
Sr., C. F. Pasteur, Gordon
Clayton, C. N. Adams, L. E. • under withering fire from
freshmen sent into the batThomas, Brady Sigler, Garland
tle by the Mayfield coaches.
Tandy, Ben Yandell, Chester
The -Butler Bengals just
Cravens, Tom Cash, Jr., J. W.
didn't have the reserve powHorning and Texil Edwards.
er to protect their first-half
Judge Bailey excused three
lead and finally succumbed
from serving on the petit jury,
32-13. (Harry Bolser, in the
Frank Craig, Howard Stone and
Courier-Journal)
Hoy Sisk, and added Lee Kenneday, Jack Nichols and L. B.
-f
McChesney. This panel includes
Tax
Assessment
Job
To
Charles Gaddie, J. D. Bugg,
Jim Blackburn, Merle Drain, Be Finished In 6 Weeks;
Homer McKinney, V. T. White, Hearings Begin Feb. 1
Pratt McNeeley, M. E. Cox, H.
Jack Kennedy and Morton
C. Russell, Tom Galloway, CharBrashears, field men from the
les Ratliff, P. D. Veech, Ellis
Jones, Sam Beavers, Norman State Department of Revenue
Teasley, William H. McElroy, here assisting in an assessment
Luther Poole, Tom L. Byard, H. revision, are working at DonN. McNeeley, Albert Hagen and aldson this week, Mrs. S. J.
Sid Cantrell.
Larkin, tax commissioner, said.
Monday routine business was The work of reassessing properconducted, juries were impanel- ty is expected to be concluded
led and probation reports were in about six weeks, with the
read. Two misdemeanor charges county's recapitulation to be
against Barney Glass were con- sent to Frankfort December 1,
tinued until the March term.
Mrs. Larkins said. A new board
Tuesday, a $200 fine was levied of tax supervisors, to hear taxagainst D. C. Cannon for cutting payers' complaints regarding
in sudden heat and passion.
their listings, is to be appointed
James Walter Sleeth was giv- by County Judge Clyde Wood
en 2 years in the penitentiary January 1, and will begin its
for carrying a concealed weapon sessions February 1, the tax
Wednesday, and Max Robinnett, commissioner said.
Herman Russell and Billy Dillingham were each given 2 years
for 'housebreaking.

Interest Grows In Final Days Of Campaign;
Barkley's Popularity Expected To Swell Democratic
Total; Senate Race Believed Close; Party Workers
Hold Final Meetings Of Precinct Leaders:
Polls Open At 6, Close At 4 O'Clock
With interest in the presidential electitin and, more
especially, it the contest between Congressman Virgil
Chapman and Sen. John Sherman Cooper for Kentucky's
Senate seat, growing appreciably in the waning days of the
campaign, experienced observers here said they expected
"about 60 percent" of the voters to go to the polls in Caldwell county next `Tuesday, to help decide these issues and
to elect members of the City and County Board of Education. This would mean a total vote of about 4,000 in
the county.

Hospital Sewer
line Next Step
City Will Be Asked
To Aid Project,
Simmons Says
Blueprints are being prepared
for a sewer line to the Caldwell
County War Memorial Hospital
and work is expected to start
immediately en this project,
Tom Simmons,. chairman, said
this week.
The City will be asked to help
with this work, Mr. Simmons
said, involving laying 756 feet
of pipe, in proper trenches,
from the southern city limit on
Jefferson street, to the hospital
site.
Sam C. Molloy, Louisville, architect for the hospital, was
here last week to meet with the
building committee, discussing
advertising of bids and other details in connection with actual
start of construction. Bid asking still awaits approval of the
Chicago office of the U. S. Public Health Service, Mr. Simmons
said, expected almost any day
now.

Senator Alben W. Barkley's
candidacy for Vice President
and h i s vigorous campaign
throughout the Nation was expected to draw many western
Kentuckians to the polls to pay
tribute to the Purchase native
son whose long career in Congress has brought great honor
and distinction to western Kentucky.
Figures
published
recently
showed approximately 5,000
Democrats and 4,000 Republicans
on the books of the county
clerk's office as eligible to vote
in this county but Philip Stevens, clerk, said Wednesday
many of these are not eligible,
for a variety of reasons.
While the registration books
always show a majority of up-

truction, and are turning to less
noisy ways to mark All Saints
Day.
Butler's Junior Class wili lead
off the weekend celebrations
with a Hallowe'en Carnival in
the gymnasium Friday night.
Thirty-Three Absentee
The carnival, open to the public,
Ballots Mailed
will feature various acts and
Thirty-three absentee ballots
shows. Civic clubs have planned
have been mailed to out-ofspecial programs.
town voters, Philip Stevens,
Kiwanis' annul ladies' night
Caldwell county court clerk,
will be held at the Henrietta
said Wednesday,
Hotel Friday, with special guests
ward crf 1,000 in Caldwell counfrom Marion.
ty favoring the Democrats, this
Children
the
will parade
is not a true political picture,
streets, tooting horns and shoutsince
many Republicans are
ing behind false faces and digVFW Collects $400 At
registered as Democrats, to take
guises, but it is hoped a word
part in the more heated primarof caution from officials will Benefit Ball Games
Building Will Be Corn
ies the latter party usually has,
Approximately $400 was mkeep property damage and disTo Sell Forget-Me-Nots
experience indicates. Princeton
aned at the two benefit ball
pleted By Dec. 1,
turbance to a minimum.
is about 300 Democratic and the
games played here over vtFt4 Tuck Says
For Disabled Veterans
week-end, Jim Catlett,
Butler High
School Band county, outside the city, is that
Survey Of County's
A telephone crew is installing
representative, said. The don- dial phones in residences of members will sell forget-me-nots much or a little more RepubliResources Under Way,
key ball game gave the club Princeton, 400 of the new t-pe Saturday for benefit of veterans can, best informed observers
Rotarians Are Told
$100 as their share of the pro- instruments having already been at Outwood Hospital, K. V. state.
A survey of Princeton and ceeds, while Saturday night's
With good weather prevailing
placed, R. C. Tuck, manager, Bryant, band director, announcCaldwell county's resources and football game between the VF1/17 said this week. The force of ed this week. Last year's flower and 60 percent of the voters
their development was discussed and a Murray Varsity team workmen has been doubled re- sale realized $176.53. The band casting their ballots, predictions
grossed around $300. Proceeds cently, in order to have all this assessed 20 percent for band use, are that Truman and Barkley
Tuesday night at the regular
will be used toward the purwhile 80 percent was turned will carry the county by 200
meeting of the Rotary Club by chase of an oxygen tent for the work done by January 1, Mr. over to the DAV. The same plan votes, a few more or less, while
Tuck said.
E. It Murphy, Paducah, man- new Caldwell County War Methe contest between Chapman
Work on the exterior of the will be in effect this year, Mr.
ager of farm service of the Ken- morial Hospital. The tent would
and Cooper is believed to be
new telephone building is virtu- Bryant said.
tucky Utilities Co., which com- cost around $778, Mr. Catlett
very close, with odds favoring
ally complete but a slight delay
pany is making such a survey said.
the Somerset Republican.
has been occasioned by shortage DAV Need Meeting Place
of this area. He said the survey
Caldwell County Chapter, Democrats Called To
of metal laths for the inside, the
will be completed by the first Rev. Hatler
On Program
telephone manager said. "We Disabled American Veterans, is Meeting At Courthouse
of the year. Joel Stallins, guest
County Democratic Campaign
are confident Rumsey Taylor in need of a meeting place, ,a
At
Ky.
Baptist
Convention
of the club for a month, was
representative of the group said Chairman Clauscine Baker said
building
will
have
ready
the
for
The
Rev.
H. G. M. Hatler,
recognized as Junior Rotarian,
he has called Democratic party
the Western Electric Company this week. The chapter formerly
from Butler High School, and Fiirst Baptist Church, will be
met in the basement of the K. workers from all parts of the
start
placing
to
equipment
DeJoe Wilcox was honored for 3 among State ministers on the
U. building, but with the win- county, to meet at the courtprogram of the Kentucky Bap- cember 1", he stated.
years perfect attendance.
ter meetings of the Farm Bu- house at 7 o'clock Friday night,
materials
Switchboards,
and
tist annual convention, to be
reau, a conflict has risen, and to perfect final plans for getting
held in Lexington, November 9 equipment are already in storage
the group must find a new place out the vote in each of the
Princeton Woman Is
to 11. Rev. Mr. Hatler will re- here, Mr. Tuck said, and there
to hold their monthly meetings. county's 25 precincts. He said
is
no
doubt
the
change-over
to
port
on
extension,
religious
litHonored By State UDC
workers had been lined up in
the
new
dial
system
will
be
Attending the UDC conven- erature, and church buildings,
virtually all precincts already
Agriculture
Teacher
made
as
scheduled,
February
19.
tion at Mammoth Cave from at the sessions held Wednesday
but a few places need to be
here October 19, 20 and 21 were afternoon. Others on the profilled.
Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, Mrs. Char- gram include Dr. C. Oscar JohnRepublicans will hold their
les Gaddie, Mr. and Mrs. Claude son: President of the Baptist
final pre-election meeting in
Wood, Mrs. K. L. Barnes and World Alliance, and Dr. Russell
their headquarters, over MorMiss Margie Amoss. The latter Purdy, host pastor of Calvary
gan's Furniture Store, Saturday
two were present for the entire Baptist Church, Lexington.
afternoon, to make plans for
meeting while the others atRailroader 48 Years
getting out the vote, Chairman
tended the business session last PTA Members Attend
Tom Brown said. No speaking
Will Spend Winter
Wednesday.
was scheduled for the GOP this
In California
Mrs. Elmer Deiss was reelect- First District Meet
week and there has been no
Members of the Parent-TeachR. A. Willard, for 48 years an
ed president of the State organRepublican speaking here dinization; Mrs. Ira Bennett, Kut- ers Association attending the employe of the Illinois Central
ing this campaign.
tawa, first vice-president; and First District meeting held at Railroad here, will be retired
Polls will open at 6 o'clock
Heath
High
School,
as
general
foreman
Heath,
mechanical
Mrs. K. L. Barnes, second viceTuesday morning and close at 4
Tuesday,
included
in
charge
Mrs.
Earl
of
the
local
roundpresident.
in the afternoon. Counting will
Plans were completed for a Adams, Mrs. Don Boitnott, and house, as of November 1.
begin in the circuit courtroom
Eugene
L.
Mrs.
Williamson.
He
will
be
The
succeeded
by
J.
C.
new educational marker to be
as soon as precinct boxes are demeeting,
for
all
scheduled
native
day, Berry, a
of Pineville, who
erected in Russellville, Mrs.
livered to County Clerk Stevens,
featured speeches by W. F. Mc- with his family is already in
Barnes reported.
he said, with two tables operatGary, superintendent of Ballard residence here, at 205 S. Cave
ing, one handling school balcounty Schools, and Willard street.
James D. Maddox
lots, the other, general elecHiawatha Crowe Given
Bagwell, principal of Heath
Mr„,jand Mrs. Willard came to
James D. Maddox, vocational tion
ballots.
Hiigh School. Two life member- PrinFgton in 1932, and have agriculture teacher at Butler
Leave From Japan
A number of Caldwell county
and
local
presented,
ships
were
affiliated
with
been
the
Central
Corporal
Hiawatha
Crowe,
High School, is a native of Ohio Democrats
went to Hopkinsville
619 N. Donivan St., has been awards made, it has been an- Presbyterian Church. They have county. He was graduated from
Wednesday night to hear Connounced.
many friends here.
granted seven days leave of abRockport High School in 1939, gressman
Chapman and Torn R.
They will leave soon after and entered Western Kentucky
sence, it was been announced
November 1, to spend the win- State.. Teachers College in Sep- Underwood, editor of the Lexby headquarters of the Eighth William Tyrie With Eighth
ington Herald and Democratic
ter at Long Beach, Calif., where tember, 1940.
Army
in Yokohama, Japan. Army In Japan
nominee for Congress in the
Pfc William B. Tyrie, son of they have several relatives.
Corp. Crowe is with the 933d
Mr. Maddox was drafted into
Sixth district. A capacity crowd
Antiaircraft Artillery Group in Mr. and Mrs. Weldon fryrie,
military service in July, 1941, heard
the two Bluegrass party
Yokohama. After leave he will Princeton, is now serving with Visits Parents Here
where he spent 29 months with
stalwarts make strong pleas for
Police
Military
Battathe
Pvt.
519
Billy
Walker
has return- the Army Air Force Technical
return to the 9334 Automatic
voting the straight Democratic
Weapons Battalion, the an- lien, of .the Eighth Army in Yo- ed to San Antonio, Tex., after Training Command at Fort Log4i.
kohami,--Jalinn, headquarters spending a furlough with his an, Colo., and 22 months over- ticket.
nouncement sold.
Mr. Chapman spoke, at Cadiz
announced this week. Entering parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Leo seas in the European theater
Tuesday and Harry Lee Waterthe Army in 1947, Pic Tyrie ar- Walker, Hopkinsville Road.
with the 100th Fighter Wing of field,
In Hospital Here
Clinton newspaper pubthe Ninth Air Force. He was
Mrs Frank Wood is under rived in Japan in June of the
lisher who lost to Clements in
stuformer
He
is
same
a
year.
Stationed
Hospital
In Texas
treatment at Princeton
discharged Oct. 8, 1945.
last year's Democratic gubernaRecruit Wilbur D. Hughes,
Reentering Western, he comthis week for a throat ailment. dent of Princeton schools.
19,
311
Cherry street, who en- pleted requirements for the B. S. torial primary, will delive<1 a
Her condition is reported to be
listed in the regular army Au- degree in March, 1948. He en- radio address Friday over a
Julian LIttlepage Ill m proved.
Julian Littlepage has been gust 7, is taking basic training tered the graduate school at the seven station radio hook-up in
western Kentucky.
Miss Margie Amoss and Mrs confined to his home the last at Ft. Bliss, Texas. A son of University
of Kentucky the
illness.
on
account
His
week
of
Mrs.
Mona
Hughes,
he
was
fora
U.
D.
attended
same
Barnes
K. L.
month. Mr. Maddox moved
Mr. M. L. Orange is visiting
C. convention sr! Mammoth Cave condition was reported to be merly a student at Beaver Dam to Princeton in July with Mrs.
his sons, Willett and Joe Orange,
improved
Tuesday.
High
School.
Maddox. They have no children.
last week.
in Cleveland, 0.

Crew Installing
New Dial Phones

Willard Retires
From[C.Service
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tions created and fed by apathy upon the
part of too many citizens; for if we succumb, the end of liberty throughout the
world is certain and the hope of stricken
millions, that they may rise again with
our help and guidance, is utterly vain.
A democratic leader at Louisville predicts 900,000 Kentuckians will go to the
polls November 2. Unless all signs in
this rock ribbed Democratic district fail,
his figure is far too high; and this is a
great pity, for since so many are too
prosperous and too busy today to contribute toward the perpetuation of our free
government, this prosperity and this business may soon disappear, along with the
kind of civilization we boast about.
Georke and Joe . . . especially Joe,
cannot and will not save our way of life
for us. We must do this ourselves; and
the most important contribution good
citizens can make is by casting their ballots wisely and thus helping to choose
sound and safe leaders in thi time of
world peril.

Congratulations, 4-H Champions
While athletic teams are more glamorous and we glow with anticipation of
victories to come, this fades in importance when compared with the accomplishments of our 4-H boys and girls,
when it comes to reflecting real and lasting credit upon the community.
Last week some of our young folk
were awarded championships in the district 4-H competitions at Hopkinsville
. . . and the news of their superiority
went abroad throughout the State, yes
and far beyond its borders, the finest
publicity any community could hope for.
For a good many years now we have
endeavored to miss no opportunity of
chronicling the activities and achievements of the young farm folk who comprise the 4-H duos and the Future Farmers of America chapters in our community, believing implicitly the old adage
about how hard it is to teach old dogs
new tricks and having experience, first
hand, with how easily good, sound lessons can be taught the young.
A large proportion of our troubles, in
this section of the country, comes from
adults being so loath to depart from
Grandpappy's ways. County agents worked hard, an to little purpose, to teach
the folly of wearing out farm land for
years prior to the coming of the AAA,
but only cash payments for liming the
soil, penalties exacted for producing

and similar federally enforced practices
served to bring the large majority of our
farmers into line for better farming
methods, improved incomes, more satisfaction with rural life.
The University of Kentucky's ExtAnsion Service and its agents have literally
worked wonders with and for our farm
youth, through the State 4-H Club and
its numerous units, here and in all the
120 counties.
Purebred livestock in considerable
numbers is in this county now, under 4-H
projects in the hands of boys and
girls, which will add materially to the
revenue on many farms.
Boys and girls are improving crop
yields, performing miracles of canning
economies, making homes more attractive, raising the level of learning and
the appreciation of life's fullest meaning all over the rural community which
lies around us.
We have great pride in the accomplishments of our farm young folk; and
their winning of top honors at Hopkinsvitle last week is here recognized as a
major contribution to the forward progress of the entire county; for it augurs
much good in the future that the youth
of today is leading the way in modern
agricultural and homemaking practices.

As the major par ty candidates for ing public-minded citizens to serve as
national office square off for the elec- party workers and run for office.
tion it is fitting to call attention to the
Through the frequent issuance of
important place occupied in public affairs
pamplets, the League keeps its members
by the League of Women Voters. Founded in 1920 by Carrier Chapman Catt on up to date on such matters as credit, the
the basis of the Woman Suffrage Amend- nation's position in world trade, and the
ment, the organization steadily has United Nations and Palestine. Keeping
broadened its scope to provide a unique its sights high, the League car r ies
nonpartisan service for all citizens.
prominently on its current agenda for
In more than 600 communities through- 1948-50 a concentration on the strengout the country, some 83,000 volunteer thening of the United Nations. Unceasworkers of the League are devoting tire- ingly the individual is reminded that polless energy to promoting "political re- itics is, indeed, his "job", that political
sponsibility through informed and active pressure, rightly applied, has a place in
participation of citizens in government." our democracy, that political machines
In the League's agenda that aim is more can be beaten and that evil trends can be
than a phrase. It means a constant ham- eliminated from public life. By keeping
mering to promote every method of such the individual reminded of his duties
participation. It means urging voters to and obligations of citizenship, the League
enrol in the parties of their choke. It of Women Voters is doing an excellent
means constantly trying to overcome work in helping to keep the machinery
indifference to the primary by getting of our democracy functioning smoothly
out a big primary vote. It means induc- and effectively.
(New York Times)

Kentucky On The March

Business Men Held Town
By Ewing Galloway
Cynthiana keeps a-knockin' at this column's door. You may recall a story of civic progress in Cynthiana and Harrison
county that I told several months ago. For
one community that first story was quite
a chunk of current history.
Now comes more news about Cynthiana.
obtained from James G. Wilson, editor of
the Cynthiana Democrat, and Milburn
Taylor, a business man, by Maurice D. Bement, executive director of the Committee
for Kentucky.
"Cynthiana now has a full-time recreational director," writes Mr. Bement. The
Oirector, James D. Allen, was employed in
ane of 1948. The town was not content
ith a summer recreational program, and
iey now have a 12-month program.
"The town has already raised $43,000
.1ward-the construction of the pool. They

_
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The signs are not right in My Old Kentucky Home . . . at least they're not
like the Democrats of the First district
would like to see them.
This was clearly apparent when Congressman Virgil Chapman, noted orator
and Democratic nominee for the United
State Senate, spoke to a disappointingly
small crowd in the Caldwell county courthouse recently.
There was little advance ballyhoo for
-Mr. Chapman and, as has been all too evident, a very large proportion of the Democratic voters hereabouts had something
they considered better to do than listening to the Bluegrass solon.
This follows the trend of recent years,
and bodes ill for the community and the
• Nation, since it demonstrates again that
most folk are willing to let George attend to their politics, including their
voting.
Newspapers, periodicals and air waves
are filled with dire predictions of things
to come and ravaged Europe weeps anew
at the threat to this strongest of na-

ostscripts

0. 11110

have already obtained a 99-year lease on
the ground, which is now owned by the
Harrison County Board of Education. Detailed plans, and specifications for the pool
are complete. The $43,000 was raised by
public subscription, but due to the increased cost the pool will now cost approximately $70,000.
"The Youth Center will be open within
the next week or two.
"Cynthiana, a town of only about 5,000
has been successfully operating a Community Chest for several years. The Chest
includes the following agencies: hospital,
Boy Scouts, glasses fund, recreation program, free lunch program, Negro children
welfare fund, emergency relief, Cynthiana
Public Library. The $5,000 goal for the
Community Chest last year was reached
and Ole Chest fund has been doubled since
it started a few years ago."

If Chuck's enerav lasts, Bob- their offices and stores to Lie
present at this unique corn
by Bishop iv-nighty apt to have
one of the biggest Hallowe'en
S tripping ... a surprisingly
Jack-O-Lanterns around these large
considering
attendance
parts. J. B. Lester furnished the
consumed, distance travelMammoth pumpkin for this job, time
ed and length of the program.
Chuck said.
*
*
*
A good augury that the profesReturning from the Mayfield sional folk of Princeton are fulCardinal-Butler Tiger football ly cognizant of the important
game at Mayfield last Satur- place of agriculture in our cornday night, the C. C. Bishops, munity economy.
*
*
*
complete with drums atop their
Mark had to go and tell Arch
car, had a narrow escape from a
Walker about this reporter takdrunk driver, whose car topped
a hill near Cadiz on the wrong ing ten on No. 8 the other day
side of the road. As it was, the . . . and now the druggist mem,local auto suffered a badly dam- ber of our foursome is sure he
aged fender, altho Chuck pulled
will have to seek competition
as far off the road as he could elsewhere.
•
*
*
*
and stopped his car.
*
*
*
Poppy, pet squirrel of Mrs.
Merle Drain and Billy McEl- Dique Satterfield, died last week,
roy, serving on the petit jury
leaving the lady disconsolate.
for the autumn term of circuit Poppy had learned a good many
court this week, got excused
tricks and was, Mrs. S. says, a
Nrenday to return to their stores very satisfactory pet. K. Garrett
. . but on call for immediate is mourning the departure to the
duty. Merle said Judge Bailey canine Valhalla of Wimpy, 15,
wasn't letting anybody off . . . her Scottie pal.
*
*
*
and of course, good citizens
ought to take their proper turns
Some homes have good furdoing this chore, in the interest niture aged by time . . . while
of good law enforcement and others, including ours, have chiljustice.
dren and pets,
*
*
*
*
*
*
Princeton band parents a n d
While some seem to think inothers who accompanied the itials look well on doors of the
football team and band to May- family car . I had to decline
field last weekend returned full
when David volunteered
to
of pride in the performance of make some for me, aided by
both groups. The gridders out- Jackie and a pocket knife.
played the league champs for
*
*
*
half the game, only to fall beIt seems Willard Moore, Ralph
fore superior strength in num- Randolph and Bob Hancock
ber of substitutes. Mayfield told some personal experience
threw three lines against our
stories at last week's Rotary
boys, wearing them down in the
meeting which compensated
third stanza.
abundantly for the program
*
*
*
speaker's failure to appear. KiKiwanians learned much about
wanians agree the best programs
corn production under approv- that club has had recently were
ed modern methods when they
put on by home towners.
visited the Cheatham Morse
farm near Farmersville last
Current survey polls also inWeek, according to J. B. Lester. dicate that after the election
They didn't guess close to the. Washington realtors are likely
production on Mr. Morse's test to enjoy their biggest boom in
plot which ran to more than 124 years. This may not be true if
bushels to the acre.
Dewey gets the chance he says
• *
*
he wants . . . to do away with
About 35 businessmen left a lot of bureaucrats.

South

Washinqtc-)n
Letter
By - Jane Rails
P,,1 ,
-- Dr
I
Theotomo Pereira, to
guese Ambassador to the United States, is an authority on Portuguese art and.antiques and is
personally directing the decorating of his country's new erre
bassy. A fine old Gothic style
mansion on Kalorama Road, with
gardens overlooking the Rock
Creek Park, is being rebuilt as
an embassy. It is expected to be
ready this year.
The interior has been executed
almost entirely with materials
imported from Portugal. Huge
cargoes of furniture and decorwere recently
objects
ative
brought over on the steamships
Cidades
a n d Ribeira
Sete
Grande. An important cargo was
a collection of marble weighing
13 tons, taken from the famous
quarries of Pero Pinheiro and
Estremoz, to be used in the state
hall and in the dining salon of
the new embassy.
Officials of the embassy say
the Portuguese government is
eager that the Washington diplomatic mission be a "permanent
example of the Portuguese art
which attained so much fame
during the 18th century." The
Washington Embassy is not the
first Portuguese mission which
Dr. Pereira took a hand in
building. While serving as ambassador to Spain he took time
to see to the building of an embassy in Madrid. More recently,
as his country's representative
in Brazil, he saw work begun
on the building of a house in
Portuguese 18th century style
near the American Embassy in
Rio de Janeiro.
Ambassador Pereira arrived
in this country 'July 29, 1947. A
graduate of Lisbon University in
higher mathematics and later
specializing in actuarial calculus
in Switzerland, Mr. Pereira was
called into the government at
29 to be under-secretary of state
for Labor and Social Security.
He was made Minister of Cornmerce in 1935 but left this post
in another three years to be Ambassador in Spain. In 1945 Dr.
Pereira was sent as ambassador
to Brazil which, together with
Portugaland the Portuguese territories in Africa, Asia and the

O

•

CTOBER'S dawn is still half an hour away.
Suddenly a light stabs out into the surrounding
darkness from a farmer's bedroom. In a second
another flicks on in the kitchen below. Within
moments the countryside in all directions is alive
with gleaming window-points of light.
Eggs sputter on a thousand electric ranges,
and percolators blurp a cheery "Good Morning."
In a symphony of electrified sound the airy chug
of milkers, and the whine of feed grinders mingly
with the quiet chatter of water pumps.
An hour later city folk begin to waken and go
about their daily tasks. The throb of industry
permeates the air.
Watching all this is the K. U. load dispatcher
on the "graveyard" shift. From his duty post
before the dials that register each kilowatt of
electricity needed and used, he sees Kentucky

KENTUCKY

West

Pacific, makes up

the 80 million Portuguese speaking people of the world.
Unpretentious and friendly,
the ambassador has made many
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Louisville is at its best these crisp Fall days. Splendid
concert and theater attractions . . Unusual exhibitions . . . Delightful shopping opportunities for your
far, far "better half"!
Week-ends are definitely the times, now, to come to
Louisville and the Brown. Fewer crowds, more fun!
Come soon, won't

you? You'll have a wonderfit! rime!

Five Splendid Restaurants including the Famous
BLUEGRASS ROOM— Louisville's Nicest "Bright Spot'!

Five Floors Air-Conditioned All the Year 'Round!

awaken and flick the switches that have become
so much a part of modern living. His fingers
control this lifeblood of Kentucky's farms and
homes and industries.
For electricity can't be stored. As each light,
each appliance, each motor demands the
electricity to operate it, more huge generators
start to hum. The farmer on Route I, the housewife on Elm Lane, and the factory on North
Eighth Street have come to depend on the dependability of their electric service. And 1300
men and women who work for K. U. are duty
bound to keep this dependability as constant as
storms and fire and lightning will permit.
For people make electric service—this load
dispatcher and his 1300 fellow workmen are striving, under business management, to bring you the
best possible service at the lowest possible cost.
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Homecoming Scheduled

an A

A. Mabry

111:14"drrlre
mil corn plots entercounty
and state coats
the
in
;ire being checked and
r y good yields are being
Eighteen plots have
clieeked and a good percent
yielding 100 bushels an acre
The average amount of
- used by the 18 contest.
acre was 1100 pounds.
five
are
important
corn production if fol• ,e all farmers in the
that would aid greatly
getting high average yields
.orn. These are — select land
is suitable for corn, level
nd, bottoms that are slight.
loping land land that is pro!,y contouring and terrac• plenty of fertilizer to
rn abundance of plant
• the crop. Use every
iissible to conserve wa,,j get proper drainage.
t adopted hybrid seeds of
quality. Plant the corn
k enough to insure a maxi, !and for the land beirg
',eke

crisp Fall days. Splendid
..

Ky. Farm News

University of Kentucky's
annual .homecoming
celebration for
thousands of returning
alumni
and former students
1 ro m
throughout the State. and
other
eeoSitetrys
held during the week-end
of the
.Kentucky-Florida football game
on Nov. 13, the campus
Alumni
Office has announced.
Among
the numerous activities
planned
are an informal luncheon in
the
Student Union ballroom
prior
the game, for which reservations should be made.
used.
These steps have been follow
ed by most of the farmers enter
ed in the corn contest on their
contest plots. Most of the plots
that have been checked for
yield; could
have produced
higher yields had they had a
better stand.
Large amounts of fertilizer
cannot make maximum yields
without a maximum population
of plants on the ground.
Plans should be made now for
high yields of corn next year.
Land to be planted to corn
should be selected and seeded to
cover crops where possible with
a large portion or all of the fertilizer planned for corn being
put under the cover crop.

Unusual exhibi-

g opportunities for
your

I
time*, now, to come to
ewer crowds, more
Jun!
I have a wonder,ul
time!
Inchnline the Fluff'
Nisesi "Bright Sparl

When you start to harvest with a
NEW IDEA Picker, your corn goes
into the crib fast. Famous for their
clean picking and thorough hushing. the speed of thews reliable machine. is backed by their dependability. Time out for repairs or a&
lustments kr reduced to a minimums.
They have a reputation for Haishlat
the lob in a hurry. Universal
quickly hooked up
to any make and
model of tracior.

Radio programs from the College of Agricultuie and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, to be given over station
WHAS at 129t5p.m are: ruv.,,
I, S.-1: MaZitrick, "Tips on
Handling and Storing Ear Corn:"
Nov, g, Boyd Wheeler, "State
9-H Club Champions," Nov. 3,
L. J. Horlacher, "The College
of Agriculture and Home Economics. Begins a New Year;"
Nov. 4, Dr. Dana G. Card, "The
Tobacco Market," and Nov. 5,
"Questions from Farm People," I
Robert If. Ford, On Nov. 8 at
11:45 a.m., Mrs. T. M. Browning
Mr. Tommie James was in
Jessamine county will distown Saturday.
cuss "Refinishing My Home."
Mr. Harris Hopper is seriously ill.
Mr. Monroe Powell visited
his family over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Franklin
spent Sunday in Crittenden
county.
Mrs. Lucille Stewart and two
children visited her sister and;
new baby, Mrs. Eva Jewelll
Cravor one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Stallins
were in our community Friday.
Mr. Cecil Cotton visited Oather
Capps Sunday night.
Oather Capps and Geo. Powell
were in town Sunday morning.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
June 2, 1925. Mrs. J. A. Stegar Detroit, Mich.
• • •
is at Georgetown attending the
June 12, 1925.
Mesdames
commencement
exercises
at
Georgetown College, where Charles Curry and Frank Craig
James, Jr., :s a member of this and Misses Vera Early and Eliyear's graduating class. Mrs. za Nall have gone to Bowling
Steger will also attend the Green to attend summer term
Campbell-Taylor wedding.
of Normal School.
• • •
June 30, 1925. Mrs. J. E. MorJune 2, 1925. Mr. James D. ris and baby son, of Detroit,
Wallace visited Mrs. Margaret Mich., are guests of Mrs. MorGresham Feeney and Mr. Feen- ris' parents, W. H. Woodruff,
ey. at Marion, 0., last week. at their home on S. Harrison
He was accompanied home by street. Mrs. Morris is pleasantly
little Miss Margaret June Wal- remembered here as Miss Ethel
lace who will be the guest of Woodruff, one of this county's
relatives in this city and cour:e popular school 'teachers.
• • •
ty through the summer months.
• • •
July 24, 1925. Mr. and Mrs.
June 2, 1925. Miss Katharine Brown and family are leaving
Garrett is attending the annual today for Bardwell, Ky., for a
gathering of the Alumnae, at few days' visit to relatives.
Oglantz University at Phila- While there they will join a
delphia.
• • •

" Two Northwestern
cari°acia of ewe
Hampshire
Cross
lambs
were bought by sheepmen in
Pendleton county.
Care in housing along with
good weather resulted in one of
the best crops of tobacco in Madison county in 20 years.
Approximately 20,000 pounds
of Ky. 31 fescue have been
bought by Casey county farmers this fall.
Todd county homemakers report having bought four electric stoves, five refrigerators,
seven washers and a home deep
freezer.
Gerhard Bros. of Bracken
county have built a concrete
stave silo for use in their dairy
and cattle feeding industry.
In Scott county, 24 homemakers report having bought deep
freezers for home use and 20
women have bought pressure
cookers.
Boone county homemakers set
out 2,500 bulbs of jonquils, narcissuses, tulips, crocuses and hyacinths.
Two years ago farmers in
Russell county sowed 15 acres
of ladino clover; last year, 250
acres, and for next year they
have bought seed for 2,000 acres.

Dawson Road

An Adventure in Marriage
More Startling Than
Your Wildest Dreams!

2, 4-D Controls Weeds

Results of using 2,4-D on river bottom corn on the farms of
Ray Wilson and Harry Stewart
in Trigg county are reported by
Farm Agent Keith S. Venable.
Where spraying was done after
heavy June rains, the control
of cockleburs was outstanding
On the Wilson farm, part of the
field could not be sprayed, resulting in cockleburs higher
than the corn, which had to be
party on the Mississippi River hogged down. On the Stewart
farm, part of the cornfield was
and enjoy a few days camping
sprayed and part hoed. The hoed:
and fishing.
section was rather badly infested i
• • •
July 3, 1925.- Messrs. Thomas with cockleburs.
Bond and Boyd Satterfield are
Make sure your child's study
working with the harvesters in
lamp is tall enough and has a
the Kansas wheat fields.
broad shade allowing a wide
• • •
August 4, 1925. Mr. and Mrs. enough circle of light to spread
Walter Rogers and children will so that he can sit comfortably
leave tomorrow
for a few when reading.
months' stay at Hollywood, Fla.
They are going to drive through.
August 28, 1925. James Dollar
and Hobart McGough were visitors in Dixon Wednesday, having motored over and report a
nice trip.
August 28, 1925. Henry Keeney and family returned Wednesday from a week's pleasant
trip to Fayetteville, and Asheville, N. C.

Fredonia, Ky.

HAZEL BROOKS
Rita Johnson
George Coulouris
RalphMorgan

C'mon Folks! You've Got A Date With Judy!
JUST LOOK AT THE STARSt

WALLACE BEERY
JainighairELL
ELIZABETH
CARMEN
a
ROBERT STACK
XAVik i
s lg iegiiGAT

June 2, 1925. Mrs. Roy Rowland and children have returned from a pleasant visit to relatives at South Bend, Ind., and

YOUNG HARDWARE & IMP. CO.

College Radio Schedule

The crop of fall beans in HarDr. Sarah handing, president
lan county was unusually good of
Vassar College and former
this year, many growers getting dean of women sit the Unlverai$5 -to $ft a -loulhet tom
. r.lin• .
LlIqntUfitie*Di .128..swng
Homemakers in Kenton coun- principal speakers Of national
reputation
scheduled to address
ty have made a total of 117
sessions of a two-day educationlampshades.
al conference at the University
William Hughes, farmer vet- this week-end, Oct. 29-30. More
eran of Clay county, has a flock than 1,000 delegates and teachof 300 White Leghorn pullets, ers from throughout the State
from which he is getting an are expected to attend.
average of 200 eggs a day.

CAR PLUNGES THROUGH WAREHOUSE ROOF—A driver-less
automobile raced down a hill at San Francisco, (Oct. 18), hit a
guardrail at an estimated 100 miles an hour, dropped 150 feet and
crashed through the roof of this grocery company warehouse. No
one was injured. Police said Jan automobile thief must have wrecked the car deliberately by taking it to the top of a hill and pulling
out the hand throttle. The car's owner Lawrence Bartholomew
said he parked it in front of his home about four hours before it
was wrecked. (AP Wirephoto)

,

Vassar President
To Speak At Canov

excitingly
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dancing dazzlifIglv

Heavy LL Langtry

DOMESTIC
in unbleached, 56x60 count. Ide:1 weight
for sheets.

36-in. PRINTS
$3.60
37c

FLORSHEIM

SOLID COLORS
Nice, Smooth Quality

YARD

10 YARDS

SATURDAY
Oct. 30th
ACTION

'ice Bleached Muslin, double bed 81x99 size.
Values you can't afford to miss

SONGS
GALORE!

81x99 and 8Ix108
Our Regular 2.95 numbers

lovely
Vat dyed 68x72 thread count . .
'clung styles. Some have elastic waist. OUR
REGULAR 2.79 DRESS!

$2•39 ea.
Chenille Spreads
$3.77 ea.
Double Bed Size

Lovely Pastel Colors . . . Easy to Launder
Solid Colors . . Nice smooth quality

THE CAST OF bit YEAR —IN
THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
-

Claudette

$38.50
DRESSES

ght,

the
tors
useorth
de1300
duty
t as

and

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED MARX HAAS
CLOTHES
ell 42.50 to 47.50 suits in all wool worsteds.
Gabardines. Plains or stripes. NOW all made
me low price.;

BROADWAY'S
Biggest...
I
s n Gayest Musical
Hit I

UP IN
CENTR
AL
pARKsite
Oorring

When tami
question
of choosing one shoe
In preference to another,
men of varied political
opinions see eye-to-eye. They know that
Florsheim Shoes are unmatched for
style ... for good appearance ... for fit
and comfort ... for extra wear. That's
why they will accept no substitutes for
Florsheim Quality: America's 240-1
choice of all the fine shoes made.

Deanna DURBIN
Dick HAYMES
Vincent PRICE

Chapter 13

"VIGILANTE"
with Ralph Byrd

AND!
Comedy Favorites

3 STOOGES

Plus!
Cartoon Sensation
MARE MINE
FREEDOM

Po e Four
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Musicale Series Opens

Brisk Business
Will Continue,
US Survey Shows
Personai Incomes Reach Record High While
Unemployment Is Lowest
In History
(BY

University of Kentucky's annual Sunday Afternoon Musicale
series, presented by the Music Department as a cultural service to
the general public and Univer, o
personin.e.4.ye.ill _open; Oct. 24. ç)((
standing professional artists, gifted faculty members and student
musical organizations will appear
in the concert; during the series.

State Fair Profit
Doubles In 1948

goods." It made this distinction:
"In those industries--such as
textiles, leather, and shoes where demand backlogs arA
largely satisfied, prices have not
risen as much as the average
the
for
nonfarm, nonfood
group.
"The main upward impetus,
provided by higher costs of materials, la'bor and transportation,
is being exerted on prices of
those products where backlogs
are still large—as in the metals,
building materials, producers:
and Vonsumers' durable-goods
FIND GOOD HUNTING—These major league baseball players disgroups.
play some of the birds they and fellow players bagged at Iroquois,
"In contrast, farm and food
prices have reduced somewhat S. D., opening day of the pheasant hunting season for non-residents
from their August levels. Grain of South Dakota. They hunted two miles west of Iroquois. Left
prices steadied at or close to to right: Outfielder John Lindell of the New York Yankees; Outfielder Enos Slaughter of the St. Louis Cardinals; Pitcher Dizzy
support prices
. Livestock quoTrout
of the Detroit Tigers and Second Baseman Joe Gordon of
tations were mixed, but on the
the Cleveland Indians. (AP Wirephoto)
average lower than in August."
T h e departmerit's analysis, payments.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Balanced Farming
prepared for the October edition
Industrial production picked
4GtNiS PON
Brings Big Yields
of its monthly Survey of Curup in August and September
rent Business, gave these high
Farmers in Hickman county
from the seasonal slump in
lights of the economic situation:
who are making big yields In
July.
Personal • incomes reached a
l3NG DISTANCE MIMING
Business spending on new the corn derby contest are those
record high annual rate of $215,Plant and equipment, an eco- who have been using a good
Contact
000,000,000
August,
in
reflecting
JAMES D. MASHBURN
nomic booster, amounted to alPhone sin
Prineetes, Ky. for the most part higher wage most $5,000,000,000 in the third balanced farming program of
legumes, grasses,. limestone,
quarter of the year, sustaining phosphate and manure and raisthe early year pace. The value ing livestock, according to Farm
of new construction in Septem- Agent Warren Thompson. He
ber was Up 25 percent from last cited as- an example, Harry
year.
Hancock in the Bennett section.
Employment stayed high, re"Mr. Hancock comes from a
flecting "sustained demand for family of soil builders—men
the nation's products," while who have used and preached
"the proportion of the labor lime, phosphate, legumes and
force unemployed (about 2,000,- manurt, and who are the big000), was never lower than at gest producers of sweet clover
present."
in Western Kentucky. By using
a sound system of this type,
and only 200 pounds of 4-12-4
fertilizer, Mr. Hancock has a
yield of 95 bushels of corn on
his one-acre plot, which is almost three times the average
The Kentucky State champion yield of Hickman county."
4-H dairy cattle judging team
Daily weather reports are isof Graves county carried off top
dby 390 U. S. Weather BuWhen a rattlesnake swims, it
honors at the All American Jer- ued
holds its rattle above water.
sey Cattle Show at Columbus, eau stations
Ohio. when it placed first in — - the junior judging contest over
competitors from 17 states.
ANALYZE ENGINE PERFORMANCE WITH
Members of the team were
-RECOMMENDED
ANALYSIS
EQUIPMENT
FACTORY
Billy Ridgway, Wayne ThompBefore It's too late.
•ADJUST CARBURETOR
son and Betty Jean Treas. As
individual judges, Ridgway
ADJUST AND CLEAN SPARK PLUGS
FOR FIRE INSURANCE DON'T FORGE
ranked second and Thompson
•TEST IGNITION AND WIRING
fourth.
CLEAN FUEL PUMP
In a contest in which groups
of five animals were shown,
•
CLEAN OIL BATH AIR CLEANER
Kentucky placed third. Three
ADJUST GENERATOR CHARGE RATE
hundred and eight registered
Jerseys from 17 states were exADJUST FAN BELT
hibited in this event.
Winnings by Kentucky 4-H'ers
1 14
Agent
included Billy Ridgway, first on
senior heifer calf; Catherine
COMPLETE INSURANCE
Peterson, Marion county, first
Plies. 111
El CHECK WHEELS FOR BALANCE
on four-year-old cow; Betty
PINS
KING
INSPECT
1:3
Rose Saunders, Fayette county,
CHECK CAMBER OF FRONT WHEELS
third on four-year-old cow;
John Thomas Bond, Anderson
▪ CHECK CASTER OF FRONT WHEELS
county, 14th on junior yearling,
CHECK TOE-IN OF FRONT WHEELS
and Robert Peterson, Marion
D INSPECT BRAKES FOR DRAG
county, 14th on senior yearling.

Washington — The Commerce
Department reported this week
that business picked up nicely
as it moved into the Autumn
season, giving promise of a "sustained high aggregate volume."
T h e Bureau of Agriculture
Economics recently forecast that
foreign aid and defense spending
. assure high-level activity until mid-1949 at let.
The Commerce Department
review of the current situation
described price trends as more
mixed than in the preceding
months—with industrial prices
easing as the harvests were
gathered."
The department said prices
continued to advance in September for "a broad but not pervasive list of manufactured

•
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Rig Shipment

There is still a shortage of
English Bibles in parts of the
British Commonwealth of Na.
tams. Even in *1947 the backs
of some Bibles in England
covered w' h cloth I .
ino
t
of hobby horses, but could not
be used tor this purpose because
of the shortage of wood for the
horses. There is no shortage of
English Scriptures in the Unit
ed States.

When the American Bible Society finished printing 150,000
Japanese. Bibles, the largest
edition that ever came from
the presses, it required eight
oars to carry these book.-

Frankfurt, Oct. 12 — The 1948
Kentucky State Fair "not only
itistrad• •the largoat,,,a
on record, but 'also more than
doubled any previous figores
on operating profit," State Fair
Manager J. 0. Matlick said,
The Fair will show a profit
of approximately $100,000 after
all expenses are deducted, more
than twice any previous year's
It has been eestimated that less
profits, while visitors totalled
20 percent of American
than
more than 450,000 persons, the.
Negroes are of pure African deslargest number on record.
MatlIck attributed the huge cent.
operating profit to the fact that
Woodchucks and groundhogs
"political pressure did not exanimal. They live
ist" and "the Fair was not in are the same
burrows which they dig lhemany way operated to pay off In
selves and belong to the squirrel
political obligation, with no perfamily.
sonnel being employed other
than that actually needed."
He termed the 1948 Fair the
"best in history" from the
standpoint of exhibits entered,
the establishment of new departments and having received Creomulsion re ie ves promptly because
It goes tight to the seat of the trouble
the best co-operation ever.
"While we have only scratch- to bolsi loosen and expel germ laden
Alegi* and aid nature to soothe and
ed the surface," ,Matlick added heal
raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
"I feel that we have laid a firm mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to
sell you • bottle of Creomulsioft
foundation upon which we can
build greater, more useful and with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
educational Fairs in the future. or,you are to
have your money back.
The 1948 event surpassed all
other Fairs. in the total number
of exhibits, total attendance and for Coughs,ChestColds,Brenchitis
total amount of profits derived
from the operation."
Fair managers from a number of other states watched the
Kentucky State Fair this year
and its new method of operation.
"In operating the State Fair
this year we have insisted on
operating it in the same manner
as is necessary to insure success
of any private business," said
Matlick. "We have not permitted selfish interests of cliques
to dictate our decisions. We received the utmost co-operation
from our officials in government."
Matlick added that both Gov.
Earle C. Clements and Commissioner of Agriculture Harry F.
Walters, the latter ex-officio
chairman of the State Fair
Board, co-operated fully with
the State Fair Board in an effort
to guarantee its success.

a •
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HERE'S A SPECIAL
,MONEY- SAVING
SERVICE'PACKAGE'

Bible Shortage

4-H Team Takes
National Honors
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FARM FOR SALE'
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112 acre .ract, 5 miles southwest of
Princeton.

Nice 7-room house, one
good stock barn, two ever-lasting
ponds, nice shady yard, all good outside fences, limestone soil, on gravel
road.

$7,850
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Also several houses.
SEE OF CALL
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Insurance and Real Estate
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Phone 5
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RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour COUGH

CREOMULSION

- 7-October

October 28, 1

INSPECT STEERING MECHANISM
INSPECT STEERING LINKAGE

/41104144e $7.50
aroRANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 100
Princeton, Kentucky

No method for determining
the longitude of a ship at sea
was discovered until early in
the 18th Century.
The African ancestors of the
American Negro represent tribes
as diversified in human types as
those found in the nations of
Europe.
Snakes which cat eggs whole,
generally break them by constriction after swallowing them.

10 Day
WALL PAPER SALE
STARTING TUESDAY, OCT. 26

REDUCTIONS
TO

Price

EVERYTHING FOR
THE FARM

• AERO-CYANAMID (Plant Bed Chemical)
• ALUMINUM ROOFING
• OHIO RIVER SALT
• FERTILIZER
• SEED WHEAT, RYE, BARLEY, VETCH,

BUY NOW
Brighten Up For Winter
SAVE MONEY

TIMOTHY, RED TOP.

Seed Cleaning

HOPKINSVILLE,

JO
el. 25

Rely on Penney's old fashioned CASH-AND-CARRY* system to save you
plenty on nylons! You'd expect to pay much more for su,
"
45 gauge, 30 denier hose! But thrifty Penney's
pares down prices and brings you sheer, top-quality Gaymodes" — for a mere 1.15! Nylon welt, nylon
reinforced foot. Come in! See the season's newest
shades. Sizes go from 83/i through 10%.

No
have

We have extra sheer 45 gouge, 15/20 denier Clayrnodes• for only 1.39

1 59

And 51 gauge, 30 denier Gaymodes* for as low as

BUY ADONNA* PANTIES AND SAVE PLENTY!
Leave it to Penney's to SAVE YOU MONEY on things you
need! Take our Adonna• panties for instance! They're
made of the finest rayon tricot knit to wear longer — to
wash easy! In medium length, band leg, or elastic brief
style. (Brief style is 69c.) In tearose or white. Sizes 32-42.

Our modern seed cleaning plant is in oparation and ready to receive your seed.
We will reclean and store your seed. We
also buy and sell all kinds of seed. We
have a supply of bags and prospects are
For a good market for Lespedeza.

West Kentucky's Most Modern
Seed Cleaning Plant.

In ilopkinsville It's

CORNETTE'S, Gifts

Gaymode
Nylons

ORCHARD GRASS, KY. 31 FESCUE,

OVER 250 DIFFERENT PATTERNS INCLUDED
Solid Colors - Stripes - Scenics - Rough Plasters - Varnish Tiles

IMM=I

Also 3

Cayce-Yost Company
(Incorporated)

WE HAVE CHENILLE ROBES FOR AS LOW AS
Been shopping'round for a kitten -soft, tufted chenille robe?
We've got them — and at much less than you'd expert to
pay. In two pretty-stay-at-home styles. With
waist-Whittling half belts ... full, full skirts. Five pastels. 12-20.
Also, extra sizes, 40-46,In four pastels, at the same price.
*us. U. 5. P.s. 00.

4.98

LOOK!

Rayon Knit Slips—Only
PENNEY'S! And
EVERYDAY IS BARGAIN DAY AT slips are selling

-tailored rayon trioot knit
today our trim
ironing needed.
A cinch to tub — no oolors. 32-42.
1.98.
for a way low
3
cut,
gore

1.98

hem, four
Smooth fit, one inch
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*PAY CASH—CARRY IT=YOU SAVE!
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peration Egg Bealet
akes Air-Sea Rescues

JaPIGL
/lowing sikeh

,
I that
put
,

eAercer Farmers To
Try New Vigo Wheat

r11.044 'Bert-settrnan;-.Lortn" Atliliiirof
(AP Novateaturlis)
Ore. Ile volunteered for
the role.
— Helicopters
I Hail)
Pilots of the rescue
planes
Navy's
to
the
been added
were Edward A. Arnold,
Jr., of
facilities in the
et rescue
Rexford, Mont., officers
in
charge of the helicopter
detechof the wingless craft
ment, and Chief Robert
W.
fly forward or backward Camp of
Hutchinson, Kans.
aight up or down—have
It was the third rescue,
when
iltached to the Pacific
Atkins was
pulled dripping
Four more soon will be from
the waters of Pearl Har• in service.
bor: that most closely
simulateffectiveness
of
the
small
,
ed an actual rescue at sea.
in rescuing pilots who
Atkins, wearing a life belt,
at sea was demonstrated was bobbing
about in the water
al -Operation Egg Beater,- with
only his head above the
featured three "rescues,"
surface. Arnold brought his hel.,11 a rubber life raft and icopter
to a standstill about 20
the water.
feet above him..
•
ditcheii" flier in the demThe helicopter hovered close
lion was a I9-year-old to the
water. A life line operated by a hydraulic winch was
lowered.
Atkins slipped his arms into a
sling on the end of the line. He
signaled to the pilot and was
lifted from the water to the aircraft.
"There was nothing to it," Atkins told reporters after he had

CALL

Si

MARK

CUNNINGHAM, Agt
Complete Insurance Service
111 W. Market It.

Permanent improvements,gravel
road, located near Crider, Ky.

Also 3 small dwellings in
Princeton, Ky.

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Mercer county is leading off
in the production of Vigo wheat
seed--a- new- variety'fOttlid extra
good jn tests at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington. Walter Coleman, Durgin
miller, distributed 200 bushels
of Vigo seed among 12 farmers
to produce seed next season.
To improve wheat growing,
Mercer County Agent Wm. B.

i:Jwell is advLinc farmers to it was 100 percent effective in fruni
Canada along the 49th paruse nitrogen fertilizer on their preventing brown root rot.
allel of latitude to the southernland next March. Where wheat
most point of Texas.
follows corn, the land often
The longest straight-line disneeds nitrogen, he said.
-t.VM_rlStritI-1110.,401413, in tho
afeviltirt 'ie1è'
- also is beIng
used to improve Mercer county land. Between 800 and 800
-farmers are sowing around 100,000 pounds of vetch seed on
3,500 to 4,000 acres. Vetch encourages growing tobacco on
the same land year after year,
according to Howell, who said

•Ferocious in his paint,feathers,
and horns, weird in his ceremonial dance,the medicine than once
played on the superstitions and
fears of his victims to sell his
Shake oil, resurrection brew, and
all-healing ointment. He more
often killed than cured. Such pagan quackery

yielded to science. Research
has come to the aid of medical practice and today

KEEPS DEATH VIGIL—A dog named Bozo stands guard over
the body of a playmate, Whitey, after the White and tan mongrel
was hit by an automobile at San Diego, Calif. Witnesses said Bozo
dragged Whitey's body from the highway after the accident. Bozo
was coaxed away after six hours (AP Wirephoto)

changed into dry clothes.
Wind from the plane's large,
three-blade rotor stirred up the
water while the plane was at a
low altitude. It did not impede
More than 139 gift boxes of
the rescue, however.
Helicopters used in the dem- food and clothing have been
onstration were HO3S-ls, built sent the last year to Holland by
by Sikorsky. At present the friends and neighbors af the 13
Navy has 49 of these machines Kentucky Homemakers who visin service, 31 at Lakehusrt, N. ited that country in 1947, said
J., an operation's and training Miss Myrtle Weldon, state leadcenter, and 18 at San Diego, er of home demonstration work,
Calif. The two attached to the University of Kentucky College
Pacific Fleet are from the lat- of Agriculture and Home Ecoter squadron.
nomics.
The wingless fliers can carry
Furt:ier indications of intertwo passengers, one stretcher national interest were evidenced
patient or 500 pounds of cargo, when almost 20,000 men, womnaval officers explained. They en and students heard impreshave a fuel capacity of 100 gal- sions of Holland as given by the
lons, maximum endurance of homemakers. They gave 233 adthree and one-half hours, ef- dresses throughout the state to
fective radius of 100 miles and various women's groups, men's
maximum speed of about 90 clubs and to school and 4-H club
organizations. Mrs. W. E. Nichmiles. an hour.
The Navy uses helicopters ols, Lexington, past president of
principally for air-sea rescue the Kentucky
Federation of
missions. But they have a score Homemakers and official deleof other uses. Among them are gate to the meeting of the Assoobservation; overland
rescues ciated Coutltry Women of the
in terrain inaccessible for con- World at Amsterdam, topped the
list in number given, having appeared before more than 40
groups, totaling around 4,000
people.
•
Mrs. Walter Hieck of Oldham
county, one of the visitors to
Holland, opened her home for a
tea for European Infant Relief,
raising 6100 for that purpose.
In Simpson county, four for-I
eign war brides were the guests,
of homemakers clubs on Friend
ship Day.

diagnosis and treatment of disease are on a sound
scientific basis. To benefit by the progress which
the yews have wrought, see your physician when
M. Place yourself in his care. We supplement his
service by filling your prescriptions exactly as

Many Gift Boxes
Sent To Holland

ordered.

SNAG PROOF HUNTING COAT
Water repellent cotton duck - heavy
pockets. Blood proof game pocket.

95

•

-1

S

Seminary St
Phone 260

Water repellent duck-- rubber seat$5.95

The longest straight-line east
west distance in the Unite.i
States extends 2807 miles, from
West Quoddy Head, Maine, to
Yaquina Head, Oregon.
The length of the boundary
of the United States, on all
points of the compass, is 10,748.
Everybody reads The Leaderl
ventional airplanes;
gunnery
spotting; transportation of personnel, mail and cargo between
ships at sea; and guiding ships
through coral reefs, ice packs
and other dangerous waters.
"The helicopters are very versatile. There is no limit to their
potential uses," one navy officer said.

WOW'S old problem
relieved by 2-way help
What to do for troman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CUM'S 2-way help.
You see, CARDIII may make things
lots easier fur you in either of two
ways: (I) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic.
it should Improve your appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. CAROM is scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you suffer "at those certain Unice".
get Our= today.

Only Chevrolet Advance-Design
Heavy-Duty Trucks Have All These Features
-SPEED SYNCHRO-MESH
RANSMISSION—This entirely
w heavy-duty transmission in
ne-ton and heavier duty models
shies the driver to maintain
ed and momentum on grades
PLINED REAR AXLE HUB
ONNECTION—Another Cheviot truck innovation, this (sere insures added strength and
rester durability In heavy
uling.
LEXI-MOUNTED CAB—
Vionted on rubber, the cab Is
cothioned against road shocks,
toision and vibration.
HE CAB THAT "BREATHES"
"-Chevrolet trucks bring added

driver comfort with the cab that
"breathes" I Fresh air is drawn
in and used air is forced outl
Heated in cold weather.
IMPROVED VALVE-IN-HEAD
ENGINE—The power-packed
Chevrolet Load-Master engine,
world famous for economy, Is
now even more durable and
efficient in operation.
Uniweld, all-steel cab oonstruotion • New, heavier springs •
Full-floating hypoid rear axles In
Ili-ton and heavier duty models
• Hydrovec power brakes on
2-ton models • Ball-bearing
steering • Wide base wheels
• Standard cab-to-axle, dimensions • Multiple color options

You're In for
an eye-opener
when you try these new,
big Chevrolet heavyweight
champions. Our guess is you've
never driven a truck with more
get-up-and-go ... more ease
of hahdling ... more style and
stamina . . more downright,
real vakaal For combined with
all their bigness and power
and premium quality, these
trucks have 3-WAY THRIFT.
They bring you low cost of
operation, low cost of upkeep,
and the lowest list prices In
the entire truck field!

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE

LONG- DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE

•Fna. ear loseine en/••••••0•Hwi tett.- gmd

roe
,rer.er vinclow• 1.4011 d.1... ocedIMMI
optlowel el *Om ced

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Prineeton, Ky.
Phone 1183

MATCH ME SUITS

shirts- - - $2.95

pants

Special values in men's retan leather work shoe. Black retan upper -- 6
rivets at points of strain to prevent ripping -- pull strap -- leather middle sole -- leather insole. Es-

Page Six__
seimes

Pepper Junes, judge.
firinceton No. 5: Rogers Pick
ering, clerk; Robert L. McGreg
or, sheriff; G. D. Taylor, judge.
arid Mrs. H. Lee Stephens,
judge.
coleinan, clerk; Mrs. R. R.
Princeton No. 6: Mrs. Chni!,
derk;,'Xing
tTe
rred Ste- re
venson, judge, and Mrs. John T. sheriff; E. G. Hillyard, judg,
and Paul Boltnott, judge.
George, judge.
, Princeton No. 7: Mrs. R. S
Princeton No. 3: Mrs. Frances Clayton, clerk; Guy Smith, Sneed, clerk; Arthur Faughn
sheriff; S. J. Cantrell, judge, sheriff; Mrs. Cleveland Hayes
judge, and Mrs. Robert Colt'
and Mrs, John Eison, judge.
man, judge.
Princeton No. 4: Mrs. Herbert
Princeton No. 8: Mrs. Mari,
Clift, clerk; L. C. Lisman, sheriff; W. R. Oldham, judge, and Clift, clerk; Mrs. Herman Ban
ister, sheriff; Arthur Pettitt
judge, and Mrs. W. W. Whitis
judge.
Princeton No. 9: J. D. Morse
clerk; Willie C,reekmur, sheriff
Joel Boitnott, judge, and Diet,
Roberts, , judge.'
Princeton No. 10: Mrs. Novell
Cartwright, clerk; Mrs. S. 0. Cat
lett, sheriff; Lucian Robinson, SPRAT GUN MANEUVER —
judge, and Mrs. Dan Boitnott, Armed ;with a spray gun which
judge.
she mad contained DDT, Mrs.
Princeton No. 11: Mrs. Sidney Wilbur Bowers, 51, sits on a chair
Satterfield, clerk; Chesier Haw- in front of her home in Cedar
kins, sheriff; Mrs. D. W. Sat- Rapids, Iowa as she conducted a
terfield, judge, and Ramie John- succsgssful maneuver against city
son, judge.
employes building a catch basin
Princeton No. 12: A. F. Han- (foreground) in front of her
berry, clerk; Mrs. L. D. Pick- house. She called the basin a
ens,. sheriff; William Morgan, "death trap"; hung a red spirt on
,;udge, and
Press Adamson, a pole (left); brandished the
spray gun until workmen rejudge.
Donaldson No. 1: Paul J. treated. Mrs. Bowers also said
Morse, clerk; Charlie Campbell, the basin exposed gas and water
sheriff; Maurice Watson, judge, pipes to the weather. After a
three-hour vigil, she retreated
and J. W. Carner, judge.
Donaldson No. 2: Rene Mc- with promises from the city to
Connell, clerk; Mack Rustin, protect pipes adequately. (AP
sheriff; Mark Dorris, judge, and Wirephoto)

Officers Are Named For
November 2 Election
Precinct officers for the gen"*INITWeetfatt'Isrtrigra—
vember 2, were announced this
week by Sheriff Otho Towery
as follows:
For Princeton No. 1: Mrs.
Conway Lacy, Clerk; L. P. Hopper, sheriff; Mrs. Lucie Satterfield, judge, and Mrs. Carl
Strong, judge.
Princeton N. 2: Mrs. William

Just arrived—
large shipment of
Style-Mart Iron-Tone
Worsteds and
other popular fabrics
for Fall and Winter.
Plenty of patterns
...all sizes..,each suit
with that famous
Style-Mart extra—
NECK ZONE Tailoring
for better style,
fit and comfort.

WOOD BROS.
DAD 'N LAD STORE

Otto Beckner, judge.
Donaldson No. 3: Mrs. Floyd
Hobpy, clerk; Dude Franklin,
sheriff; A. E. Young, judge, and
Brady Sigler, judge.
Donaldson No. 4: Mrs. Roosey
Roberts, clerk; Porter Tayloe,
sheriff; Dennie Felker, judge,
and Raymond Lowery, judge.
Bucksnort No. 1: Mrs. Clyde
Clayton, clerk; C. E . Hudgens,
sheriff; R. F. Stallins, judge, and
T. H. Littlejohn, judge.
Bucksnort No. 2: Mrs. Zora
Wilson, clerk; W. B. Creasey,
sheriff; W. C. Ladd, judge, and
Urey Cook, judge..
Bucksnort No. 3: Bloxie
Orange, clerk; Kellie Thomason,
sheriff; Frank Young, judge,
and Luther Barnes, judge.
'Bucksnort No. 4: Herne Tribble, clerk; Mrs. Georgia Lou
Alexander, sheriff; Tom Galloway, judge, and R. B. Thomas,
judge.
Harmony No. 1: Earl Wood,
clerk; Aaron Rogers, sherift;
George Dunn, judge, and Merle
Keller, judge.
Harmony No. 2._ Clint Boaz,
clerk, F. A. Lewis, sheriff; T.
C. Burnham, judge, and Mrs.
Robert Glass, judge.
Fredonia No. 1: Johnson Myers, clerk; L. C. Sons, sheriff;
Mrs. Bill Sullivan, judge, and
Mrs. Lena Stone, judge.
Imogene
Fredonia No. 2:
Wigginton, clerk; Henry Hughes,
sheriff; Ray Boisture, judge,
and H. M. Turley, judge.
Fredonia No. 3: John Black -

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
Guaranteed Recapping and Vulcanizing
Passenger Cars, Trucks, Tractors
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

A Good Rule
To Follow
is
If you need groceries see your grocery man
if
You need shoes see your shoe store
likewise
If you need tires we highly recommend
you see

PRINCETON'S ONLY COMPLETE TIRE STORE
the

PRINCETON TIRE AND RECAPPING CO.
We have or can get Quickest any tire that's made!

Household Hints
Use up leftover pickle juice
by pouring it over sliced cooked
beets and allowing the beets to
marinate in it. Serve the, beets
as a relish or on salad greens.
• • •
A small amount of leftover
ham May be put through the
meat chopper and used as a
middle layer when making scalloped potatoes.
• • •
Use cocoanut as a topping for
baked custards, muffins, cup
cakes, coffee cake, • lemon . pie;
it will add flavor and intereit
to an every day dessert.

All Work Guaranteed
U. S. ROYAL DISTRIBUTOR
Phone 5.19

511 N. HARRISON ST.

Butler's Tiger Cubs came
home with a 13-6 decision
Against Hopkinsville's B .squad
ruesday night, aftes a hard
Hoptown's
.iught battle in
'adium.
The Princeton boys outplayed
Hoptown's Tigers by a wide
margin in the first half, and held
revived Hopkinsville in the
last period to one touchdown.
Butler's halfback, Doug Skinner, passed over Hoptown's defense like soup through a fork
to gain the Tigers two touchdowns. For the first Princeton
marker, Skinner ran a full 65
yards in the opening quarter,
hitting off tackle and outrunning most of the Hoptown Cub
squad.
With two minutes left in the
second quarter, Skinner returned a punt 35 yards for the other
Princeton score. A few minutes
before, the Hoptowners had
just finished putting on two fine
goal line stands to block Butler
bids for a score. They had dug
in to .stop the Butlerites on the
8-yard line and again on the 1yard stripe.
Hoptown's Cubs hardly got
out of their own territory the
first half, but by completing a
number of passes tossed by
Charley Tuggle, they managed
to work up to the 22 yard

Fourteen pupils; making all
A's, were placed on 'me spireriT
Honor Roll for the first six
weeks' period at Fredonia Higii
School, it was announced this
week by Guy Nichols, principal.
Grades 7 through 12 recognized
70 pupils on the honor roll for
the period.
.Honor Roll pupils included:
Seniors: Joy Vinson, Betty Sheridan, Mildred Keel and Joyce
Howton; Juniors: Wanda Nelson,
Marjorie Sigler, Milladean
Barnes and Diann Carter; Sophomores: none; Freshmen, Margarette Howton and Mary Louise
Askew. Eighth Grade, Lenora
Rice; Seventh Grade, Genda
Childress, Nancy Travis and
Wanda Phelps.
Honor roll pupils for the 12th
Grade were: Margaret Lowery;
Jimella Watson; Georgia Phelps;
Dorris Harper; Barbara Traylor;
Joann Bugg; Norma Jackson;
Wilma Green; Egbert Carner:
Johnnie Martin; Pauline Sheridan; Jane Belt; Frankie Wright
and Louise Mitchell.
Eleventh Grade: Joy Yandell,
Luretta Traylor, Jetta Murray,
Barbara Williams, Myrtle Horning, Doris Dearing, Dorothy
Keel, Marie Van Hooser, Dean
stripe in the third quarter. Then

Armstrong

Ilennia C. Armstrong, y

cat brother of W. I). as
,
Akridge 'and Jimmie Utierback. of this
city, diejLat u,

Term: rumen serrtorrirtd

home in Wharton,
Villines, June Kemp, Katherine tober 22.
Paint
Hale, Doris George, Cl
Mr. Armstrong had been
yiolet Rollins, Nancy Phelps, lowly ill with a brain t
Mary Cox and Christine Seri- since early May and did n,
spond to . an operation pe
dan.
ed June 24. He was a
ve
Ninth: Leo Hill, Barbara Jean of World
War II and f
Austin, Leroy McNeeley, din- through from the
invas'.
tot Beavers, Mary Louise Cana- France to the end of the v,
a
Marcella
'Harper,
da, Kathleen
paratrooper in the 101st
Holloman, Linda Villines, Ver- Borne Division. He spent
a
na Howton, Dick Rice, Barbara days in Princeton visitin
Lee Cartwright, Nancy Lou Ri- brother just after being
ley, Jackie Yaridell and Jo;etta charged in the fall of 1945
Beckner.
died just one month ath r
.Eighth: Thr,1 m.a Canada, death of his father and e
vived by five. sisters and
Elaine Baird, and Don Rogers.
Seventh: Patsy Dortch, Betty brothers. He was single.
Quertermous,
Burton, Donna
Phelps and Elizabeth
Jerry
Ed Stinnett
Moore.
Funeral services for Li
nett, who died at his horn
Fredonia last Thursday tflo
Homecoming Scheduled
University of Kentucky's an- wore held at the chure
nual homecoming celebration for Frances
Saturday die
thousands of returning alumni with the Rev. Nichols, past
and former students f rom the Holiness Church, offici.
throughout the State and other He had been ill several
parts of the country will be and had spent part of
held during the week-end of the time in a veterans' hospi
Kentucky-Florida football game Marion, Ill.
on Nov. 13, the campus Alumni
In preparing deviled ei.
Office has announced. Among
the numerous activities planned ten a few teaspoons of vi,
Sullivan hit Tuggle with ano- are an informal luncheon in the or lemon juice added along
ther long pass over the goal. A Student Union ballroom prior the mayonnaise and other
plunge for the extra point to the game. for which reserva- sonings will do a lot to
them up.
tions should be made.
failed.

When Out On
Sunday,
Drive Over
And See

The Alumi Built Garage
On Highway 41 between Madisonville
It is new - It is different - It needs no
paint - It is fireproof
Above all it is low
in cost.
Any one can erect it in
a few hours by following
simple plans and directions which are furnished.
Delivered to you in Princeton all pre-cut
knocked
down and bundled
for
quick and easy erection . .
freight paid for

$412.50
Up to 36 Months
Pay Plan

DEMOCRATS

MADISONVILLE
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ALBEN W. BARKLEY
For nearly 30 years a Great Champion of the
People and West Kentucky's most distinguished
son, is the nominee for Vice President. He surely
deserves the highest tribute of loyal appreciation
of which our people are capable and this can best

Ao.

be evidenced by a

Record Majority
at the polls of this and every other county in the
First Congressional District.

Vote The Straight
Democratic Ticket
And preserve the kind of Government at Washington which does most for the Farmer, the Small
Business Man, the Worker and the prosperity of
the Nation.

See, Call or Write

319 Se. Seminary St. Phone 63-W
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burn, clerk; Belknap Hillyard,
sheriff; 'Howard Harper, judge,
and Herbert Auston, judge.

Our Business Is Tire Business
RECAPPING
VULCANIZING
Tractor Tire Filling and Repairing

Butler B Squad
14 Fredonia Pupils On
Tops Hoptown, 13-6 Special Honor Roll
Tiger Cubs Hold Hop.kinsville To Single Score
In Last Minutes

1
Dedths Funerals
Dennis G.

Thursday, °either
28,

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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County Democratic Campaign Committee,
By Clauscine Baker, Chairman

by, October 28, 1948
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At The Churches

rtilmnsterorial

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
ifteverntrer--1--ts to be -Consecration Sunday at this church.
One hundred percent of the active enrolment in attendance at
the morning hour is the goal.
The church school and morning worship will be a combined
service, beginning at 10 o'clock.
.All persons arfiving before
the opening hour will be presented a white lapel cross. All
teachers and class officers are
to complete plans this Sunday
for the coming victorious event.
A cordial invitation is extended to all those without a church
home to come and worship with
us.
A cordial invitation is extended to all those without a church
home to come and worship
wih us.
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Peter J. Henniker Heaton

d Paducah BPW
Anniversary Dinner
ding the 28th anniverdinner of the Paducah
f Business and Professionmen Tuesday night in
club rooms at Paducah
Virginia McCaslin, Mary
Carwin Cash, Ethel
, Lillian Pruett, Elizaers, May Sledges, ArRawls, Virginia Morgan,
Wilson Eldred, Vera Ros, Elizabeth Nichols, Busch
Ins, Lillie B. Childress,
Hobby, Elliott Brown,
Green, Wilma Blackburn
Moore a n d Virginia
Dr. Ellis Weihixag,
recently concluded two
as vice presid ent
First District Federation
,men's Clubs, and who
is associate professor of
4es and literature at MurState Teachers
College,
to the club on "The 1948
:s Women".

The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Miss Melville Young,
Tuesday night, Oct. 12, with
nine members and one visitor
present.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. W: E. Willis. Miss Gwen
Booker had charge of the program, assisted by the other members. Officers elected for the
coming year were Mrs. W. E
Willis, president; Mrs. Robert
Jacob, vice president; Miss
Gwen Booker, secretary; Mrs.
Frank Wilson, assistant secretary; Mrs. Claude Koltinsky,
treasurer; Miss Melville Young,
reporter.
Present were Mesdames Robert Jacob, Gordon
Glenn,
Claude Koltinsky, Frank Wilson,
W. E. Willis, Alvin Lisanby;Misses Mary Wilson Baker, Gwen
Booker and Melville Young.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Claude Koltinsky and Min Mary
Wilson Baker, served a plate
lunch. The next meeting will be
held in November.

Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard
Noffsinger, N. Jefferson street,
on the birth of a daughter, Nancy Leigh, October 20.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Glenn
Whitt, Memphis, Tenn., on the
birth of a daughter, Patricia
Ann. Mrs. Whitt is the former
Juanita Butts, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Butts, Fredonia.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. George DeVoe,
Port Hueneme, Calif., on t he
birth of a daughter, October 22.
Mrs. DeVoe is the former Nakomis Sharp, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Sharp, W. Main
street.
A pastry brush is useful many
times in a kitchen.' It's handy
for brushing poultry when you
are getting it ready for the
broiler or the roaster and it's a
help in buttering pans for baking.

AlVidranalet
Rurnsey Taylor was in New
Haven, Conn., last week-end,
where he officiated in the YaleVanderbilt football game.
• • •
. .
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Koltinsi, .
have returned from Excelsiei
Springs, Mo.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
spent last week-end in Lexington.
• • •
Miss Katharine Garrett and
Mrs. Gracean M. Pedley spent
Wednesday in Nashville.
• • •
Miss Eugenia Elsom and Mr.
Kenneth Hess, of New Albany,
Ind., spent last week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Day,
Hopkinsville street.
• • •
Mr. Russell Smith, Louisville,.
spent last week-end with his
cousin, Miss Katharine Garrett.
• • •
•
George Greer, student at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.,
spent last week-end with his
father, Mr. Herndon Greer, S.
Jefferson street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bervie Young
have returned to their home in
Lamed, Kans., after a visit to
frends and relatives here.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. In Stevens, Chicago, spent last week-end with
relatives here.
• • •
Paul Cunningham, Jr., student
at UK, Lexington, spent last
week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Cunningham, S.
Jefferson street.
• • •
Miss Dorothy Ann Wood, student at UK, Lexington, spent
last week-end with her mother,
Mrs. Dana Wood, W. Main
street.
.• •
Mrs. Betty Lee Tracey was
he recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Jackson; in Chicago.
Mrs. Jackson is the former Sarah Goodwin.
• • •
Mrs. W. B. Brooks, Sturgis, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hugh
Goodwin, Hopkinsville street.
• • •
Miss Barbara Sue Graham,
student at WX, Lexington, spent
last week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Graham, W.
Main street.

Harry (Mikey) Kane (left), 16 months old, probably was the
world's sweetest baby after he swallowed a bottle of perfume but
he seems soured on the world as Nurse Florence Frefensette
attempts tq comfort him in St. Joseph's Hospital In Pittsburgh.
Doctors said the worst result of Mikey's experience likely will
be a case of the hives. (AP Wirephoto)
Mrs. Dana Wood spent Sunday in Hopkinsville with Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Elliott and other
friends.
• • •

ville, and son, Dr. John Elliot
Baker. New Orleans, La., were
ruests of her sister, Mrs. R. R.
Taylor, and Mr. Taylor, Highland Avenue, Saturday.
• • •
Mrs. Ruth N. Lide and Mrs.
N. H. Nagel, Jr., and two children, of Corpus Christi, Tex.,
are visiting Mrs. E. L. McLin,
Washington street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lester,
Jr., have returned to their
home in St. Louis, Mo., after a
visit to his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Lester, E. Market
street. They were accompanied
home by Miss Janette Lester,
who is visiting them.

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 cm.
Young People's Service 6:00
P•m•
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
" Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.

Country Club Parties
To Begin Tonight
The regular fall and winter
series, of parties will begin at
the- -nimeted
Thursday night, Oct. 28, at 8
o'clock. Similar entertainment
will ,be provided on the nights
of November 11 and 25. Members
and their
out-of-town
guests are invited.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
A delicious and quickly made
casserole dish may be concocted
from cooked rice, hamburger
and canned tomatoes. Season
with salt, 'freshly ground pepper, onion juice and a dada of
Worcestershire sauce.

When you bring fresh vege
tables such as 'spinach, beans
and green peas into the kitchen
from the market be sure to store
them in the refrigerator at once.
14
Tests show that tiivir vital
values deteriorate' when they
are kept at room temperature.
*
*
*
Make a topping for spice
cake from a small package of
cream cheese softened at roora
temperature then mixed smooth
with a few tablespoons of
cream, a quarter cup of sugar
and a little vanilla.
*
*
Add wliole-grain corn to griddle cake batter sometimes for
Sunday breakfast and serve
with frizzled ham, preserves and
coffee.
*
*
*
Serve creamed chipped beef,
flavored with a little grated
onion, over squares of freshlybaked, hot corn bread; garnish
with chopped parsley or a spray
of watercress.

Safes and
Armored Money Chests
Hopkinsville
Why take chances on fire or burglary? There's
a Mosier safe or armored chest to suit your
needs exactly—and give you real protection.
You can depend on a Mosier safe—tested and
approved by the independent Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. It's the best—but it routs
far less than you think.

BARBER MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., It
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Midweek Worship, Wednesday, 7 p.m
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
p.m.

Misses Billie Jo Freeman and
Alice King, of Hopkinsville,
were week-end guests of Miss
Dorothy Ann Wood.
• • •
Bill Sparks, student at UK,
Lexington, spent last week-end
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Sparks, Eddyville Road.
• S. •
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Mrs. M. L. Orange has returned from Jackson, Miss.,
9:45, a.m. Sunday School.
where she visited her daughter,
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
'
Mrs. Alberta Poole.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols,
LEBANON BAPTIST
Mr. M. L. Orange and Mr. and
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
Never boil an oyster. Oyster
Mrs. Frank Rhodes, of Mayfield,
Services held every second
spent Sunday in St. Louis with stews are best cooked over wa•
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Orange and ter.
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
other relatives.
• • •

MOSLER SAFES ARE SOLD ONLY AT

The Mosier Safe Co.
Hamilton, Ohio
S Sala sad halls le Os MI

two-year-old
Judy Caro 1,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Jolly, Jr., of Madisonville, spent
last week with her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. McCarty,
Route 6.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Pickering and Poppy spent Saturday
in Nashville.
Miss Annie Lee Stone is reported to be very ill at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Morse, in
Fulton.
• • •
Mrs. J. L. Walker, Sara Demetre Walker, Jane Alexander,
Nancy Taylor and Miss Nancy
Stowers spent last week-end in
Mayfield as guests of Mrs. Walker's mother, Mrs. Markham
-Ligon.

- -

Well outfit you with everything you'll

need to be well dressed this winter - - - and
at a tremendous saving on our new economy

Mrs. H. A. Keach, Hopkins-

Here's How It Works
We'll Fit You Expertly
In The Following:
Cranford Suit (all wool)
Two Arrow 3.95 Shirts
Two Donegal 4.50 Shirts
Six Pairs 1.00 Shorts
Six 85c Undershirts
Two Arrow 1.50 Ties

50.
7.
9.

3.

Six Pairs Cooper 75c Socks
Resistol Hat
HOW DO CHARTER OAK'S
YOU BAKE NEW AIRFLOW
SUCH PIES
RANGE!
AND CAKES?

PAYABLE 28.90 MONTHLY OR 7.00 WEEKLY
YOU SAVE
• fiutttonh,41
lionet
L.',It,

HOW COME ITS CHARTER
OUR COAL
OAK'S IRON
BILL IS CUT
LUNG!
IN HALF?

AND PAY CONVENIENTLY

With 40.00 Overcoat Total Retail Price 135.10- - - - Yours for 120.00

ALL ITEMS TO BE CHOSEN FROM REGULAR STOCK
SWANSDOWN is featured in fabrics and fabrics
with Fur-Trims

some with Zip-in-Linings —

- - OUR STOCKS ARE LARGE -

Coal or Wood.
Equipped with seneacional Iron-Lung.
For cleaner, faster, cheaper hear.
This "Stove of Tomorrow" can
be yours today at amazing low
price. See...

(Incorporated)
Tenth and Virginia Sta.
Hopkinsville, Ky.

- SELECTIONS WIDE - - - YOU'LL FIND JUST

10.

Amazing Results

CONSTIPATION is the cause of
Ibis atonic abnormal eondltIon of
this colon. IMPORTANT:Keep ram

tree

poisonous iraate natter.

You can't get it by wire
After your home's on lire.

Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

PRINCETON, KY.
Man Orders to above address—Add tee tor Postage—___

Ins. Agency
Phone 54
— 117 W. Main St. —
Princeton. Ky.

an

building of 22,000 sq. ft. and the buyers have
their prize rooms adjoining the Burley floor.
The Planters Burley Floor is the largest floor in
Paducah. Market will open Nov. 29, 1948. You
will get a quick SALE IN PADUCAH.
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With the Planters Burley Floor. We are now open
to receive your tobacco. We have added a new
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Mr. Farmer, Sell Your
BURLEY TOBACCO In PADUCAH

•ei

For United States Senator

WOOD DRUG STORE

C. A. Woodall

IMMEDIAT

'V X

at

H. G. Stanfield

SPASTIC CONSTIPATION—Pinch..
log down of the descending colon.
This condition often caused by over
use of harsh cathartics, physics
GEO-MINERAL Retail Prfos
1 Bottle $1.10 • Bottles $6.00

E.

For United States Senator

Get It Here

'100% Guaranteed!
WE URGE you to try GEOMINERAL. Go to your drug
store NOW and get one bottle. Use
II seven days. If you are not 100
per cent satisfied, we will refund
your money in full.
TRY IT! It may be the •emedy
you NEED! .
and making the
best investment for your health.
I It may do wonders for you—make
you feel, eat, steep, work and enjoy life better.

Insurance

pond Horne
October 19 at
ars, Jimmie Mit
filorress White

LI

David R. Cox

WATCH your elimination from
your bowels two or three days after
you start using GEO-MINERAL.
The waste, black as coal, will
break away and you will SEE it!
Also examine your urine. You may
see impurities—poisonous waste—
coming out of your kidneys, and
feel the relief. Be sure to watch
for all this to realize the priceless
value of GEO-MINERAL,
(1E0-MINERAL is not a physic,
and does not interfere with the
foods in the intestines. It gets
dcwn to the root, cleaning and
purifying, throwing away poisons
— gas, toxins and bloating. Not
Eke physics, oils and cathartics
do, but in a Natural, harmless,
safe way.

ed the survivors of each spraying to breed. In the 43rd generation, with all the weaklings
eliminated, they produced a fly
that could take three times as
much DDT, without curling up
his toes, as an ordinary fly. Department of agriculture scientists see these two leading possibilities:
1. Possibly the surviving flies
develop more sensitive feet
through each generation. They
get the "hot foot" quicker than
other flies when they land on
the poison and fly away before
they get a killing dose. 2. Or
they are just all-around better
flies, with more health and
more vigor. Ot least they have
more DDT-resistance. That's the
most likely theory, Dr. Armand
says. ,
He and
other department
scientists aren't , too worried
about the situation. in their laboratories they have been 43
jumps, or generations, ahead of
the wild flies—the kind that are
getting harder to kill in your
kitchen or stable.
They have found that if one
or two generations of flies aren't
sprinkled with DDT, the offspring lose some of their resistance. So they wait a couple of
generations and they shoot such
a heavy dose it wipes out the
whole fly generation, with none
escaping to breed bigger and
better flies.
Another ace up the sleeve is
a combination poison, mixing
DDT with other insecticides. In
some tests this has proved to
be just the haymaker the doctor ordered.

Cv

Reg. No .
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THE IDEAL COLON. A person in
perfect health possesses a colon like
this — OM and regulaz, with well
functioning asusele.

maker New
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Wonder Minerals
FOR THOUSANDS of years
sufferers, on advice of doctors, go
to mineral springs to get cure, or
relief. The late President Roosevelt used to go to Warm Springs
In Georgia. He was helped or
would not have gone there regularly twice a year.
•
WE HAVE all beard of the
miraculous springs of Lourdes,
France, and famous Thronion in
ancient Greece, where, according
to legend Hercules, the god of
eternal strength and youth, drank
Its waters and bathed to be forever young.
IF YOU ARE a sufferer, and
can not go to the
mineral
springs, try GEO-MINERAL
which contains a blend of the
same minerals that can be found
at the world's best springs. The
minerals in it may work miracles.

Address

wapisaaj

Colon Illustrations
THE COLON hi ene of the same
•Riaportanii organs ef our Mag. TM
fallowing Illustrations anew the
orlon In carious forms, as one's seed/lion In health may be. Tea nailif
ask: Howl, ray colon?

Name Of Voter

Consecutive No. 000

litaPcsald a3IA 110.4

Drugless Health!
NO MATTER how long yes
have been suffering from stomach,
kidney and rheumatic distress.
and what drugs you hays tiled before, you can, now, hope for relief
It you take GEO-MINERAL With
year eyes SEE the results seven
days after you start taking it.
DRUGGISTS. Chemists cannot
make GEO-MINERAL. It comes
from the earth—Nature's laboratory. Contains NO dope, NO al.
*oho!, NO oil. ONLY Nature's
minerals—the oldest, most reliable
remedy for rheumatism, arthritis,
kidney and stomach ailments.

october 28,

INCREASE

apnerD

and such complaint. as Headaches, Neryoumesa, Mids, Toxins. Bloating.
Lack of Vitality. Energy. Poor Appetite, Underweight, Many Spells.

Educational Ballot

zos-zem

STOMACH AILMENTS, WEAK KIDNEYS,
RHEUMATIC PAINS,ARTHRITIS, NEURITIS

have received a killing dose of
the poison by the time their
feet begin to tingle.
Some other flies apparently
can take more DDT and live tO
tell their grandchildren about
II. After escaping they breed.
And they pass on to their offspring this ability to take a dose
of DDT that would be a knock
out punch to another fly. Possibly their feet are more sensitive to DDT, too. So it turns
out the weak flies, or ones with
insensitive feet, are killed. Other
flies, with sensitive feet, or a
strong physique, survive to
breed a super family.
Scientists long ago suspected Martin County Man
something like this might hap- Makes
Tomatoes Pay
pen and they went to work in
Marvin Cline of Martin counlaboratories. They sprayed flies, ty
this season sold on the Wilin cages, with DDT. They allow- liamson,
W. Va., market $1,150
worth of tomatoes from 3,000
plants, he reported to County
Agent William F. Cornett, who
is encouraging vegetable production. In addition, he sold
many bushels directly from his
farm and furnished his family
with tomatoes.
Following a disastrous season
in 1947. Cline sprayed his tomatoes heavily this year to control blight. All the plants wer•
of the Prichard variety, set
April 27.

28,

Delaware has the lowest aver
age elevation of any state in the
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Union; its surface, if leveled,
Contact
would be only 60 feet above the
JAMES D. MASIIBURN
sea.
Princeton. Ky.
Phone IN

tizztus 'd .lavnj

flies are giving a good demonstration of the old jungle law of
the survival of the fit. But the
fly experts have several aces
up their sleeves.
Dr. Annand says this is the
situation:
Flies are killed by coming in
contact with DDT, sprayed on
surfaces. It works through their
nervous systems.. Apparently a
fly gets a "hot foot" after he
alights in an area sprinkled
with DDT. Some flies already

Slauza uatidals

•

Washington—That super fly
killer, DDT, is having trouble
killing flies. Fli es apparently
are building up a resistance to
it. Dr. P. N. Annand, chief of
the Bureau of Entomology and
Plant Quarantine of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, says
reports have come from several parts of the country that
DDT isn't killing the 1948 crop
of flies.
This is what the fly experts
have fear?d. Apparently the

A strong demand for Burley
tobacco is predicted in the
monthly market review of the
Department of Markets and Rural Finance, College of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky. This is
what it says:
"The 1948 crop of Burley tobacco will meet strong demand
when it starts to market. Flue.
cured tobacco in the eastern
markets has been averaging 7 or
8 cents a pound higher than
prices for the 1947 crop and
about equal to prices for the
1946 crop. About 6 percent of
this year's crop has been going
to the Stabilization Corporation
under loans.
"Loans for Burley tobacco
will be based upon the parity
price, which on Sept. 15 stood
at 47.1 cents a pound, compared
to 44.8 cents on Sept. 15, 1947,
an increase of 2.3 cents. The latest estimates of production now
available indicate that the 1948
crop of Burley will be about
508,000,000 pounds, compared
with 484,000,000 pounds last
year. Disappearance during the
12 months ending last July 1
was about 525,000,000 pounds."

October

m. M. YO

es
The Kt'iitukj Agricultural
Experiment Mat
says dipping
bags in a solu
i of DDT and
tetrachloride en a lc reduce
insect damage to stored corn.
Bags were dipped or sprayed
with a solution containing 21
/
4, 5
and 10 percent DDT. Thirteen
months after treatment, 11.7
percent of the corn was damaged in bags treated with the 21
/
2

tzJea'1,'H area

Kill 1948 Hies

Almost 1,000 newly painted
mail boxes in Mason county,
with the family name stamped
on both sides indicate the interest stimulated by homemakI
ers clubs in their project on improved farm entrances. At the
annual county meeting of homemakers clubs, Mrs. W. J. Koehler, landscape chairman, announced that 825 old mail boxes
have been repainted, 97 new
boxes have been placed, 915
boxes have family names on
both sides and, in addition, the
names of farms appeared on 69
boxes. The project will be continued throughout the county
the coming year, it was announced.

DDT On Bags Slows
Corn Pest Damage

S sams panua 40A

DDT's Failure To

ieu'icts ioiig
Burley Demand

uetudeq3 TazzA

iosor Fnclilics Put
Names On Mail Boxes

InJapues y 'jyt

.'ertn.S:

%undo ,
•perr n' rs'ut'os, 3.3 p'reent •
Arial:oils show that there it
bags trcated with the 6-percent no great difference In the nutri- w
solution and 1.9 percent in bags ment content of light-shelled or
treated with the 10-percent so- dark-shelled eggs.
lution. Practically all grain in
untreated
bags was damaged at
_
the end of six months.
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problems.
We also h
Cleaner a
dirt from

El

GILB

n

HOPKINSVILLE

Have
shop

Name Of Voter

Complete

No.000
Address

PLANTERS BURLEY FLOOR
G. B. (DYNAMITE) JONES
Owner & Prop.

wicarson

JOE W. GRIFFITH

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL,

for
Vomen's

10th Kentucky Ave.

Reit No.

Wear

'Not More, But Bet. Merchandise"

Supervisor of Sales
yours
incorporated)

as:

I, Philip Stevens, clerk of the County and State aforesaid, do certify
that the above and foregoing is a true and correct.copy of the Official Ballot to be voted on in the General Election, to be held in Caldwell county,
Kentucky, on Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1948.
Given under my hand this 13th day of October, 1948.
PHILIP STEVENS,
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

ROBI

Washing

Hopkinsville
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hostess.
Mrs. L. B. Sims,
president,
presided. Visitors were
welcomed by membership
le
chairman,
k Homemakers will Mrs. Homer Mitchell. The major
project was given by Mrs.
ChitCharles Lester,
Mrs.
iii
les 'Geller awl Atm ,Glay. ShoulO'clock.
Mrs. ders.
28 at 1:30
mom will present the
An appeal to the club
was
ject, "Selection of M... made by Mrs.
Kelly Martin for
Styling Slip Covers". volunteers
to join the Gray
LED
Ladies of the Red Cross for
set
vices to disabled veterans
at
Outwood
Hospital.
ond
The
Pond Homemakers'
highlight of the business
.ictober 19 at the session was the planning of
the
., Jimmie Mitchell, annual fall social, a pot luck -sup.'ionias White as co- per to be held at the home
of
Mrs. Claude McConnell
November 26 at 6:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Collin Ladd directed the
recreational prograrn. The club
adjourned to meet Nov. 16
at
the home of Mrs. Kelly
Martin.
Present were: Mesdames Lee
Mashburn; Albert Hartigan;
Ramey Johnston; Ferd Wadlington; Lucian Reece; Lucille Pool;
lf-ton application of
Jargo Ilemmingway; Ray B.
L- AF Powdered Rock
Martin; Ca r nre n Poindexter; REUNITED WITH WIFE—Dr.
just one-half ton
William Aston (right), 34-year-old
Homer
Mitchell; Jim Neal; doctor who has been the object of a nation-wide
i‘gumes or legume
search since his
Thomas
White; H. C. McConnell; disappearance in March, 1947, holds hands with his wife,
iII improve both
Patricia,
Collin Ladd; L. B. Sims; Bob after they were reunited in Grand
Id ;aid feeding quality
Rapids. Dr. Aston, who told
legumes. And all the Crocker; Geo. Martin, Jr.; Mos- his wife he remembers nothing of what has happened since March,
coe Mitchell; Hyland Mitchell; 1947, regained his memory in Chicago when
Bowing will then feed
he heard a Juke Box
Nolie Mayes; Jimmie Mitchell; playing "Because," a tune played at the couple's
'Idled by both ',hoswedding. (AP
Jim
Photo)
Mitchell;
Charles Geiger;
' nitrogen. FOURGuy
Shoulders and Misses Doroiered Rock PhosBraille Scriptures
thy Ferguson; Irene Mashburn; ent.
,harmful chemical
The president, Mrs. Hugh
If you were blind you would
Robbie Sims; De Reece Mitchell;
•,'t burn or leach
Yates, was recognized as Caldand Bobbie Martin.
today!
need a five-foot shelf on which
well county chairman for the
to keep your Braille Bible. It
coming year, after which her
takes 20 volumes to cover the
Crider
resignation to 'the club was acentire Bible in this embossed
son Phosphate Co.
Crider Homemakers club met cepted, a n d
Mrs. Raymond
$ S. Dearborn St.,
at the home of Mrs. Clifton Phelps was elected president to system. The American Bible Society, which has been working
Chicago 5, Ill.
Clift, Wednesday, Oct. 20, at 2 succeed her.
with the blind for 113 years,
o'clock, with 15 members presThe lesson on "Slip Covers"
has distributed Scriptures to the
was given by Mrs. A. D. McElblind in 34 different languages.
roy and Mrs. Cleveland Hayes,
Just recently the American
home furnishings leaders. The
Bible Society has received apminor project was omitted, and
peals from Poland for the Gosin the absence of the recreationpel in Polish Braille. At presen'
al leader, that session was not
there are about 3,200 blind ch:
held.
dren there, a great number b(
Refreshments were served to
ing victims of war. There ai
the following: Miss Grace Adpractically no books of any kin.
amson; Mrs. Virgil Coleman;
for the blind, all having be,•:.
Mrs. Ralph Griffin; Mrs. Floyd
destroyed in the, war.
Dunbar; Mrs. Harlan Ennis.; Mrs.
Cleveland Hayes; Mrs. A. D.
Everybody reads the Leader
McElroy; Mrs. J. C. Myers; Mrs.
Raymond Phelps; Mrs. Arlie president, called the meeting to
Vinson; Mrs. Charles Wilson; order.
Mrs. Herbert Williams; Mrs.
The major lesson on "Slip
Hugh Yates; Mrs. Revis Nelson, Covers" was given by the leadand the hostess, Mrs. Clifton ers, Mrs. Charles Skees and
Clift.
Mrs. Leon Cummins.
The next meeting will be held
The recreation period was led ,
in November at the home of by Harold Smith. Refreshments
Mrs. Ralph Griffin. •
were served to following: Mesdames J. W. Crowe; Ragon
Cummins; Demon Morris; CharLakewood
les Skees; Harold Smith; F. F.
Lakewood Homemakers met
Taylor; Willie
Wyatt; Shell
at the home of Mrs. G. H.
White, Jr., Leon Cummins; S. P.
Sharp, Marion Road, October 13.
Davis and Shell White, Sr. VisiMrs. I. J. Harris mad the devotors were Mrs. Greenfield, Mrs.
Yes, we have your favorite hat
tional, from Genesis, and also
Charles Lewis, Mrs. Frank Burgave the -thought for the day."
MALLORY
the
in
gess, Mrs. Bill Blackburn, Miss
Mrs. Cook Oliver pnesided at
Florence
Oliver, Judy Ann
the meeting, and Mrs. Robert
Lewis, Eddie White, Charles
Harper was a visitor. Mrs. HarSmith, Melvin Skees, Steve,
per also gave the lesson on slipIf your head is the hard-to-fit., long-oval shape, no
Gary Blackburn and Brenda
covers and Mrs. Luther Sells
Kay Cummins.
other hat but a long oval will ever look right on
conducted the devotional period.
you! That's why we maintain a complete selection
Present were Mesdames Roof famous Mallory Hats in the wanted long-oval
bert Morse, R. V. Hooper, Luther Sells, I. J. Harris, Cook
shape. If you're seeking a town,formal, leisure, or
Oliver, Robert Harper and G.
sports hat-we can fit you quickly in the style of
H. Sharp.
your choice. Why not drop in soon?,
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. I. J. Harris November 16.

aker News
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E
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Friendship
Friendship Homemakers met
Oct. 21 at the home of Mrs. Herman Oliver. Mrs. J. W. Crowe,
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Attentive To Needs
(Continued from page one)
hood. At the age of 2, .Chapman
oould• repeat foom•memory 100
lines - of scripture. He is an honor graduate of the University
of Kentucky Law College.
During his eleven terms in
Congress, Chapman has sponsored, authored and guided to passage much legislation beneficial
to Kentuckians. He authored the
present tobacco program which
has brought hundreds of millions of dollars to Kentucky
growers and business generally.
Incidentally, tobacco growers
are indebted primarily to Chapman for the retention in the
Aiken farm bill of the present
price support .formyla. Chapman immediately sensed the
threat to the tobacco program
interent in the original measure
and took it upon himself to request for all interested growers
a hearing before the Senate
Committee on Agriculture. Following this hearing the tobacco
provisions of the bill were revised to continue the existing
price formula.
Furthermore, his record on
farm legislation generally is
equally impressive. He aided in
the creation and development of
the entire AAA program; played
a leading role in the establishment of REA; fought for TVA;
assisted in the promotion of the
school lunch program. He has
been a key figure in the development of the soil cons6rvation
program and much other farm
legislation among which are the
Research marketing act, measures relating to farm credits and

live-stock production, and legis- Subsequently Chapman voted
lation to
expand
extension for a number of bills to restore
work.
the benefits eliminated by the
Although many of his staunch- Economy Bill.
est supporters 'were opposed to 7- He, also -has ,found time for
price control, .Chapman was one various civic activities and holds
membership in a number of
of the leaders in the fight to
fraternal and professional orpreserve OPA. His stand on this
ganizations including the Free
question is characteristic of his
Masons, Royal Arch Masons,
independence and courage when
Knights Templar, Shrine, Woodhe feels his position is right.
men of the World, National AsChap-nan is not—and never will
sociation of Constitutional Govbe—a "rubber stamp" legislator.
Chapman is one of the best
friends veterans have had in
Congress. He has supported all
veteran legislation that has become law and much that was defeated in Congress. In 1933,
when legislators generally were
seeking methods of curbing government expenses, Chapman opposed the so. called Economy Bill
which effected drastic cuts in
veteran benefits and appropriations for
veterans hospitals.

the penalty of 10% which will be
added to all city taxes remaining unpaid after that date.

City Tax Collector

DON'T FAIL TO GET IN ON THIS GRAND A & P VALUE

Save On Potatoes
Perfect All-Purpose Potatoes - - Just Right for Winter Keeping - - Buy Now
and Save!
U. S. NO. 1 WASHED

U. S. NO. 1 WASHED
10

50 Lb.

Lbs.

BAG

U. S. NO. 1 MICHIGAN
100 Lb. BAG
When Pocked

FLORIDA SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT
APPLES

IONA PEACHES

(Jumbo 46 size 3 for 19e)

IN SYRUP

3

RED ROMAN BEAUTY (Fancy 'York, Be. ¶3.49)

No. 2,4 can

WASHINGTON GOLDEN YELLOW, mountain grown

ORANGES
CRANBERRIES
YAMS

FLORIDA, 216 size (8 lb. bag 49e)

NAVY BEANS

FIRM RIPE

U. S. NO. 1 WASHED

BULK

10

Serve Quality - - Serve A&P Super Right Meats

READY-TO-EAT HAMS
FRYERS
SKINLESS WIENERS
PORK SAUSAGE

SHANK PORTION

57c
65c
55c
55c

lb

lb
1-lb. bag

LUNCHEON MEAT
OCEAN

lb.
lb

FISH DRESSED WHITING

CAMPBELL'S

PORK & BEANS
16- oz. cans

25c

GREEN GIANT

49c
17c

PEAS
No. 303 ('an

21c

DAIRY VALUES

CHED-O-BIT
BUTTER
VELVEETA.,
OLEOMARGARINE

lb. loaf

lb. roll

WILDMERE FRESH CREAMERY

lb. loaf

CHEESE FOOD

1 lb. ctn.

SURE GOOD

89c
69c
93c
29c

NIBLET CORN

2 .-oz. cans 35c
CIGARETTES
Popular Brands

Decorated Baked Treats For Hallowe-en

LAYER
FRESH
HALLOWE'EN CUP CAKES
ICED HALLOWE'EN DONUTS
MAN-IN-MOON COOKIES
BREAD „ARV., ENRICHED
CAKE COLORFUL 4-LAYERS

GILBERT SONS and ALTON HOBBY

DONUTS Plain, Sugared or Cinnamon

Have charge of our service department.

Hopkinsville Road

ernment and others. He is a
member of the Christian Cturch,
is married and has a daughter
and two grandchildren.

be paid by NOVEMBER 1st to save

PURE

We also have the latest and best type steam
cleaner available, and can clean all grease and
dirt from your car or tractor.

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

goeis. to Frank, Lipsham Of Beth
any. He told Farm Agent Allan
Davis he believed the machine
would save the labor of eight
men at
time.

The City Taxes are due and must

BOLOGNA, PICKLE & PIMENTO or MACARONI AND CHEESE

We have modern testing equipment and trained
mechanics, who know how to solve your motor
problems.

Complete Motor Overhaul
Electric and Acetylene Welding
New Paint Jobs
Washing - - Greasing - - Polishing - - Simonizing

Credit for owning the first silage harvester in Harkin county

CITY TAX NOTICE

FRESH FULLY DRESSED

Bring Us Your
echanical Troubles

Buys Silage Maker

Saddle-pocket
worsted jersey. Advertised
In August 15 Vogue.
Dusty heather shades and
warm vibrant colors.

10-40 sizes, 17.95

HEINZ SOUPS
(AN

(1111.

It, loaf

30c

18c

Armour's Star

1607. essn -

4,04.

pkg. of 8

Planters Peanuts

Most Varietie%

Sula and Eliza Nall

!545
41•4•• • 44•1•Vi4
,
.,

for

APPLE CIDER, Mutts, . gal. jug. '79c
WAFFLE SYRUP, Staley Sweetose,
14 lb. bottle
20c
CREAM CORN STARCH. lg. pkg 12c
X-PERT, White Cake Mlx,
14-oz. pkg.
3Ic
BREEZE Washing Powder, lg. pkg 34e
EVAP. PEACHES
lb. pkg. 25c
RAISINS, A&P Seedless, 1-1b. pkg. 19e
('ANDY BARS, Sc varieties, 6 for 25e

(Inc of the famous 57

TAMALES

Phone 127 .1

Doz. in pkg.

89c
17c
25c
35c
23c
12c

Ctn. Incl. Tax

A&P Self Service

A GRAND SPREAD FOR BREAD

Armour'g Star

KEYKO MARGARINE

Chopped Ham

lb. pkg. 39c

25c
•,

411'

12-as e

55c

' straf
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Burley Support
Price Of $42.40
Is Fixed By U. S

Uses Banks' Money
To Buy, Build Land

Says Ladino Clover
Made Best Grazing
Otis Proffitt of Monroe county says that his three acres of
ladirth clover provided more pasJo_ Awn= than pny of
the pasture combinations, t he
next best being orchard gra
arid red clover. He plans to at, I
additional land, making approximately 10 acres of ladino clover
on his farm.
About 300 acres of this clover
have been seeded in the county
this year, observed Farm Agent
Justus L. Ellis, an equal number being planned for spring
seeding.

Kentucky bankers were delighted to see ,what could be
Is $2.10 Higher Than
done 'Oh borrowed money
when they met at the farm of
For 1947 Crop; Means
Richard Smith in Anton ComIncome For State Farmmunity, Hopkins county. With
borrowed funds, Smith told
ers Of $140,500,000
A price-suppokt level of $42.40
them he bought 180 acres of
a hundred poulds for the 1940
poor land, then borrowed ire
Burley tobacco crop has been
money to pay for budding a
announced by the United Statu,,
up. Now it grows 100 bushels
Department of Agriculture.
of corn and oats to the acre.
That is $2.10 higher than the
Meanwhile, he has added 200
support level for the 1947 crop.
acres to his holdings.
•
It is $8.80 above the level set
The bankers learned
that
for the 1946 crop.
Smith got his first ideas about Bibles For Noel
Because of an exceptionally
soil building from the Western
There were no Bibles availfine crop, last year's Kentucky
Kentucky Substation at Prince- able for sale as gifts last ChristBurley tobacco sold at a record
ton. There he saw how land mas in France. At least 110,000
average of $49.41 a hundred
similar to his had been limed, Bibles and Testaments will be
pounds. The national average PANCAKE GOBBLERS—Jesse Harris,
12; Alfred Cler, 11; Wayne Gabbart, 11 and Larry Fonner, phosphated and otherwise im- available for Christmas of 1948
last year was $48.30. Both thes,.. 9, (left to right) gobble up pancakes in
the 9th annual Villa Grove, Ill., pancake festival. In all, proved until it produced bump- if present plans of ;he American
averages were well above the some 15,000 persons consummed some 100,000
er crops of corn, small grains, Bible Society are carried nut.
pancakes. (AP Wirephoto)
support level.
hays and grass.
The books will be published in
The support price is the aver- department report presented to
Europe with funds, part of
farm
a
outlook
conferenc
age the government will len t
e of
The fact that a dove does not which will be furnished by the
growers on Burley. It is the college economists at Washing Fredonia
have a gall bladder, which the American Bible Society.
equiv a le n t of guaranteeing ton by Arthur G. Conover,
ancients regarded as the seat of
o:
Miss
Carol
B.
Quertermous, Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
growers an average of $42.30 the Bureau of Agricultur
bitterness and bad temper, led
A tornado is a wind storm
al Eco- Murray,
spent last week with
for this year's crop.
Mrs. Mitchell Lowry, Evans- to its selection as a symbol of whirling at speeds up to 500
nomics.
her father, J. B. Quertermous,
Based on an estimate of a
miles an hour.
ville, was called to Marion, Fri- meekness and peace.
The report said if a high de333,700,000-Pound Kentucky gree of prosperity prevails and and grandmother, Mrs. Jocie day by the illness of
her father,
Quertermo
us.
crop this year, State farmers exports average close to prevA. M. Small.
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge has been
are guaranteed an income from ious peaks, total use will require
Mrs. Amble Fuller spent the
Burley of approximatcdy $140,- an annual production of nearly very ill at her home here.
iary is sponsoring a Hallowe'en
Mrs.
W.
M.
.Young
500,000.
attended
a
2,165,000,000 pounds.
party at the Legion Hall Tuesday
For the unusual 1947 crop
Titis is slightly below the aver- Tuesday afternoon tea at the night.
home
of
Mrs.
they actually received approxi- age of the two peak years of
John Quertermous
Miss Sue Keeling, Miss Betty
mately $164,000,000. The amount 1946 and 1947, but nearly 50 in Marion last week.
Sue Cruce, Billy Wayne Beard
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tayguaranteed them under the 1947 percent above the 1935-39
and Donald Hodge, Crayne, visaverTo Whom It May Concern:
lor, Bowling Green, spent the
loan support level for the 331,- age.
ited Miss Doris Brown Saturday
week-end
793,000-pound crop was $133,with
her
parents,
Mr. night.
Under a moderately lower lev712,659.
el of prosperity, total tobacco and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Laverne "Sport" Baker, colorThe Agriculture Department use might be around
Miss
All persons interested are hereby
Dorothy Brasher, Gil- ed, died at his
1,945,000,home here Wedalso predicted tobacco produc- 000 pounds, the report
said. This bertsville, spent Wednesday of nesday night after an illness of
invited
to submit bids as Keeper of the
tion and consumption in the would be
12 percent below the last week with her parerrts, Mr. several weeks. Funeral services
1950-54 period
will exceed 1946-47 average production, but and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
were held at the colored MethoCaldwell County Farm for the calenprewar.
Mr. Leaman Lowry, Evans- dist
32 percent higher than prewar.
church Thursday afternoon
This forecast was made in a
ville,
is
spending some time with at 1 o'clock.
The report said if growers
dar year of 1949. All bids should be
his mother, Mrs. 'Belle Lowry,
Word was received by Ivan
and family.
submitted to the undersigned not later
II. Bennett Saturday morning
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora of the death
of his great aunt,
than 10:00 A. M., Tuesday, November
Young visited relatives near Mrs.
Mary Goodloe, in Marion.
Madisonville over the week-end.
9th., 1948, as same will be opened and
Miss Doris Brown is ill at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Salvage Hitler's Steel
considered by the Fiscal Court at 11:00
Berlin — AP — The Russians,
Mrs. Reed Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry who have already removed the
A. M., same date.
and sons, Wayne and Donald, marble from Hitler's ruined
Evansville, visited his mother, Reichschancellery, are now takMrs. Belle Lowry, during the ing its steel ceiling struts.
The pink marble from chanweek -end.
Mr. W. M. Young visited his celly walls and granite from its
son, Billy Sam, student at Col- foundations went into construcumbia Military Academy, Col- tion of huge Red Army war memorials. The steel is to be used
umbia, Tenn., Sunday.
Trs. Amble Fuller spent the in construction of a theater at
week-end with her daughter, Karlshorst, headquarters of the
Mrs. W. L. Simpkins, and Mr. Soviet military administration.
Simpkins, Frances.
Mr. Norman Lee Faught, stu- Scriptures At Olympics
Scriptures in their own landent at Western .State Teachers
College, Bowling Green, spent guages were presented t..) the
the week -end with his parents, members of the competing teams
of the Oympic Games when
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Faught.
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss they met in England last sumDorothy Parr spent Thursday mer. The American Bible So
and Friday with Mr. and Mrs. ciety contributed toward this
Herbert Cochran, near Marion. distribution.
M r s. Lawrence Baldwi n,
daughter, and son-in-law, of World's Record
An 84-year-old bewhiskereci
Bowling Green, were week -end
guests of her parents. Mr. and Arab, Moussa Majadi, prohably
holds the world's record for
continued to support marketing Bible distribution. He has been
quotas, tobacco- prices would be associated with the American
maintained at 90 percent of Bible Society for 62 years and
1.arity. Such support prices, it over that period has distribute
d
said, probably would be 12 to s quarter of a million Scriptures
.
23 percent lower than current virtually all of them
in Arabic.
support prices.
Although not as active as forActual market prices, how- merly, "I'll not stop working
ever, could be expected to re- till I die", he says.
:nein son.ewhat above supports,
particularly under a high le r- Many
Languages
el of prosperity, the report ad
Five hundred years ago, betied.
fore the days of printing, sorn,
It said increased
exports part of the Bible appeared in
could bz expected despite a 33 different languages. Today,
shortage of international buy- some part of the Bible
has aping power and rigid import peared in 1,090 languages. The
controls in some countries.
lastest language is Zanaki, a
Looking ahead to 1949, the dialect spoken in Africa. The
department said demand for American Bible Society printed
cigarettes is expected to equal the Gospel of Matthew in this
or exceed the 1948 record.
dialect.
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PaYs to
Volatilise'for

Young men

who volunteer
In the U. 8. Anny
tiros to have special erag
choices open to thein
If you are a high
school grad
Choose before IOU
enlist one
splendid technical
school
and assure yourself of
the tor
you want
Choose service in Japan et
10% extra overseas iwy.
Apply for Officer
Candi
School If you are a
high
graduate horn 19 to 28
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If you are a Veteian,
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Notice -Farmers- Noti
WE BUY - RECLEAN - SELL
ALL TYPES OF SEED
GRAINS - GRASSES - LEGUM

Pend S
WANT
The Kentucky Rencieri
your dead stock prompt
on sanitary trucks

, We pick

wh

up horses, co

We pay all phone

Kentucky Rentle

We Will Buy Your Lespedeza
or Sell It for You.

898

A. WO
LILLY BROS. SEED
1st & R.R. St.

Phone 2

Hopkinsville, Ky.

SUITS lip COATS
THAT
REALLY
FIT
THE AVERAGE
WOMAN

Get the longest
mileage In
ATLAS history!,
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are

designed for you wanting sleek styling

backed by
1-year
warranty
honored
everywhere,
7 days a
week!

The fig
Studeba

with top quality, plus ineticuloos
Rt.
Specialized Sizes that fit the average

See It and
sell yourself

... at the
ATLAS sign!

We have increased our stock and can now furnish you with those much wanted items.

figure In 12Y, to 28'4
1029 to 4S.

Ready-lined brake shoes, mufflers, tail pipes, carburetors, fuel pumps, water pumps and hose.
Heaters (gasoline or water), Heater hose, Defrosters (electric or hot air), anti-freeze, Seal
beam conversion kits, fog lights, back-up
lights, switches, floor mats, car radios,
truck flares, tractor lights and many other important items. .
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Come in to see us and look over our variety.

Auto Associate

Whity's Service Station
N. Ct. Sq.

Phone 117

Store
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Home Owned
SAM McCONNELL

Phone 279-W

low_i"ng clean-lined

Home Operated
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Poison Has
yed Effect

Suilia

effects as those of radioBoy Preacher Popular
active atoms. All during
the. noChattanooga, Tenn.
mating
AP —
generations, nothing
A 12-year-old Negro, son of a
happened.
After mating it was different. barbershop porter here, is reThe paramecia in the
succeed- ceiving invitations to preach
ing generations were less
from churches all overjai eot1,11-.
-ntts. This loáiof vigor wasyl&carr 'try; lie - Tit Howard Cliabbsy
a
permanent. It appeared even student at junior high school.
though only one paramecium MU parents are Mr. and Mrs.
among the ancestors had been Elijah Chubbs.
given only one shot of x-rays.
The child preacher has delivThis delayed poisoning is like ered sermons a t
Knoxville,
the harm expected in human
Tenn., Cleveland, Ohio, ano Inbeings, never yet found though dianapolis. Ind. W. W. Taylor,
known in certain animals and pastor of the Westside Baptist
plants. In human beings the Church, where the youth is a
theory is that radioactive dam- member, says he receives daily
age to heredity will not show requests from many cities for
up until after mating, and prob- the boy to preach.
Young Chubbs helps his faably not until after many genther shine shoes after school.
erations.

Tenn. — AP
the harm done to
.,tcf -radioactivity can lie
, many generations, and
t like poison, has been
re in the Biology Dl.
the Oak Ridge Nationtary. This happened in
d, dipper-shaped, sincreatures that live in
ater ponds. Paramecia
on men by reproducing
Ierations or more with•sir.
tasteless period, a parsimply divides into
produce. After a score
such generations, the
aped animals uair off
Meerschaum is a clay-like
rays were given to mineral used in making the
mecia during the mate- bowls of tobacco pipes and cig1. These rays have the arette holders.

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
our dead stock promptly, free of charge
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected

. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Kentucky Rendering Works
898

Princeton, Ky.

A. WOODALL
SEED
Phone
Ky.

"

Agent for the Continental Fire
rance Company's Farm Departtin several counties in this area
ding Caldwell County,atso repnts The Equitable Life Assurance
ety of New York, the American
e Fire Insurance Company, The
ngfield Fire and Marine InsurCompany, The Niagara Fire Innce Company,The Great Amen Fire Insurance Company, and
World Fire and Marine InsurCompany,and the Fidelity and
alty Company of New York. Inndent Life and Accident for
italization.

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

State Asks Civic
Groups, Citizens
To Boost Parks
Roadside Beautification,
Serving Local And
Tourist Trade, Called
Great Need

Owensboro - Kentucky must
depend heavily on the cooperation of her civic groups and individual citizens in the acquisition of sufficient land to establish adequate roadside parks
along the state highway systern, J. P Shannon, State road
side improvement engineer said
here.
Speaking at the annual meetNothing can be more appetizing to the family on a. brisk fall ing of the Garden Club of Kenevening than the spicy fragrance tucky,'Shannon said, "The State
of gingerbread baking. Miss is not planning to buy land for
Florence Imlay, specialist in park sites as prices probably
foods at the College of Agricul- would be prohibitive and that
ture and Home Economics, Uni- would leave little money for
versity of Kentucky, recommends park facilities. In some states,
the sugar topping as given be- and I believe it could be done
in Kentucky, sites for roadside
low.
parks have been donated to the
Gingerbread Apple Cake
State by civic minded individ11
/
2 cups sifted flour
uals or by such groups as gar3' teaspoons baking powder
den clubs, woman's clubs, cham1/4 teaspoon soda
bers of commerce or similar or/
1
2 teaspoon cinnamon
ganizations."
I teaspoon ginger
Shannon pointed out that in
ki teaspoon salt
order to develop a roadside
/
1
4 cup shortening
park system as a service both
/
1
2 cup molasses
to local and tourist travel, the
/
1
4 cup milk
State must have control of the
2 cups chopped apples.
Sift dry ingredients together. areas surrounding all park sites
Cut in the shortening. Combine either by a long-term lease or
molasses aped milk and add, title to the land.
"One way that you can help
mixing with a knife to keep
mixture light. Spread in a 6 in this project is by checking
by 1.8 greased pan and sprinkle in your vicinity for possible
roadside park sites, especially
witit apples. Combine /
1
4 c up
sugar, /
1
2 teaspoon cinnamon and on the main-travelled highways.
3 tablespoons butter or margar- Then you could check with the
ine and spread over the apples. owner oNthe land as to whether
Hake ml a moderate hot oven, he might be interested in leas400 degrees, 35 to 40 minutes. ing or donating the land to the
state for a roadside park. Or,
Serve warm. •
Menu: Meat loaf, baked po- it might be that the owner
tatoes, buttered cabbage, pear would sell or give the land to
salad, rolls, butter and ginger- your club group or maybe a
combination of several groups
bread.
and then you in turn could
lease or donate the site to the
state for park purposes." Shannon said the average park is
one or two acres in area and
should adjoin a straight, level
stretch ot highway.
The
highway department's
overall roadside improvement
program includes 10,000 miles of
B Da-Cal
state highways. "When you figure there are around five acres
of roadsides a mile of road, the
resulting acreage amounts to
more than 50,000 acres to look
after," Shannon said.
b
rA
In addition to establishment
Is
1,1 Ok
of sufficient parks complete
with safe parking areas, toilet
facilities, drinking water and
.7*
picnic tables, Shannon said an
extensive control program is
•K`
also in the making.
• Get ahead financially
"This work has a real dollar
and cents value along with
fIrst getting even. C
probably doing more than anyiclate bills with_a
thing else to improve the apfrom
loan
om
pearance Of our state highways,"
Shannon added. "As you know,
this erosion problem is state
antenAtite
wide. We are planning a system
of erosion control treatment for
FINANCE CORPOMAK.
the shoulders, ditches and back
set, Princedom
slopes of our highways so as to
George Woodruff, Mgr.
secure a vegetative cover where
Cho. 470
needed."
silt-tease
Acknowledging the interest of
Kentucky garden clubs in roadside improvement, Shannon paid,
"We welcome the cooperation of
your Garden Club of Kentucky
and other similar organizations
in our roadside improvement
program. With your -help, your
suggestions and your criticism,
we will work together to bring
out the natural beauty of Kentucky to our visitors and to the
home folks too."
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thr0andlitruiy/
The flight-streamed new
Studebaker Land Cruiser
V yr1*
oda

of

Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidney, are eonmantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. Bat
kidneys eornetimee lag its their work ---do
not eat as Nature Intended—fall to remove Impuritim that, if retained. may
poison the aymens and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptom. may be nagging backache.
persistent headache,•ttack• of divans's..
getting up nights, .welling, nullifiers
under the eyee---• feeling of nervous
anxiety •pd lom of pep end strength.
Other Men. of kidney or bladder 5*
order are sometime, burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment I. wiser than neglect. Uss
Don.'•
Doom's here been winning
now friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over Ask your soighbor I

•

STOP TER TE DAMAGE

esi 9°ri

HIS special, extra-long-wheelbase
Studebaker Land Cruiser is a standin looks. It's finished and appointed
new degree of perfection!
t's tops among fine cars in gas mile. Its low-swung clean-lined structure

is free from burdensome excess bulk.
Top value in a top quality car, this
Land Cruiser is just one of the dramatically different postwar Studebakers.
New Champions! New Commanders!
Convertibles, sedans, coupes!

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
ONE 121-.1

••••imie

For
Bid For Princess
Helsinki - - AP --• The United
Stockholm ---1.AP
Five-yearNations International Children's old Princess
Christina may soon
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) become the heroine
of a fairyplans to spend more than ;1,000,- tale.
000 in Finland before
Juiy. _ The, princess, . ,who is the
1949.
daughter of Sweden's widowed
The chief of the UNICEF Eur- Princess Sibylla
and Prince
opean committee, Alfred E. Dav- Gustaf Adolf,
killed in a plane
idson, announced that the Or- accident last
year, has been
ganization will provide all Fin- considered for
the lead in a moish schoolchildren with supple- tion picture
for Vensk Filminmentary food such as dehydrat- dustri, the
Swedish artist Einar
ed milk, lard and canned meat. Nerman said.
So far, Princess
The money will also be used Sibylla has
not decided whether
to fight tuberculosis among to accept the
offer, he added.
Finnish children.
Nerman will be co-director of
the picture, which will be filmMore geysers exist in Yellow- ed in color
and probably based
stone than in all the rest of the on a fairy-tale
by the Danish
world.
Hans Christian Andersen. Prin-

•
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(OVUM MULTIPLE
VITAMIN CAPSULES
Furnish you fuil sad complete vitamin requirements In one small capsule.... Vitamins A.—B1 —62(G)—
C—D and the I Censpiex factors so
essential to health, better bone and
muscle development—better nerves
and Increased energy. Ask your
Nyal Druggist for Ceylon Capsules--

3.98

Bottle of 100

$

CORNER DRUG STORE
Phone 1

HOPRINSVILLE ROAD

FRAKER—FIRST 111' FAR WITH A POSTWAR CARt

possibly in your home. A FREE
FERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite damage in your property. Don't delay, cal today'
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 517-J
Flying ants may be termites—
Awisophea Representative CI
Volley Termini. Corp..

As IN/worthiest talk.Pea'

Cm Christina would play the lie is going to New York to
title role "Liza Thumb," a fe- work as a cartoonist.
ma re equivalent to .7o m
Meerschaum: used to make
Thumb."
ape bowls, is a mineral made of
Nerman sailed for the United
States aboard t he Swedish water,'mignesia and Silicate.
American
liner "Stockholm." Everybody reads --The Leader!

J. V. Littleton

'Meet
of

PARIS, TENN,
No. 3 Senior
Operator
for
J. V. Littleton

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
let him tell you about Bus Travel Values
Mr. Littleton says."Oa the Weston'
Kentusky Pages mutes we are pretty
I well acquainted with •Il form. at
trenspertagen. Meet talks who get sta
raw buses agree with en that It Is really •
pleasure te ride en ear b1g.
itiverleas buses. They say that 11 Is the best
transpertatime value *soil.
tilde ... really • let less •xpensiv• than
driving their ewe cars. It Is•
kook, elean ride, right tree, the heart at
lewn—er le bent et term h•mes-e
I. thek d•stinatien."

the

Mr Lonlinee le prowl el Me seaspeory . ,
•not hit reespoey to tweed of Mos He le
Ike numbs, 3 •ortkot opo•otof of Om coot.
itt:: 14o hos hotio with Walton, K./welly
slaso lloroolloto I, In/ anti, is
Oil that linto ho• hod but itoo olootgooltio
o«i•loot.
Is •ocoodinoly ootorloeva to
oot•onooto deiwi siker wows of Oho highways. The trompoo• hop. hot It emend
Me • Lone Mow .. it
V.
Laymen who melt. hos torvia• spow•eloiwil
by teas who perm le Ohio ono.

Who Has hen The Tried, True Friendof

Itentecky Tobacco Growers?
Politicians at long last have recognized the importance of the tobacco program. They now are all for it
because it means so much to the economic welfare of
the tobacco producing states.

THE FIRST BIG STEP
TO GET AHEAD
IS GETTING EVEN—
OUT OF THE RED

E US FOR SAFE AND
OUND PROTECTION
or CALL 54

Page Eleven
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$1,000,000 Aid

This has not always been the case. We have struggled
against formidable odds to bring this about.
In this long, hard fight we have had a staunch friend
in Virgil Chapman, Democratic nominee for the United
States Senate. Let us not forget Mr. Chapman on Tuesday, November 2.
Vale for Chapman for Senator November 2
To Protect Tour livelihood

In order that credit be given where credit is due, we
respectfully call to your attention the following set of
questions and answers relative to the tobacco program:

1. WHO, among public men, has
been in the forefront of every movement for the benefit of tobacco growers for 27 years? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

to improve operation of A.A.A. of
1938, and bring it to the highest
state of benefit to tobacco growers?
VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

2. When the AAA Act was introduced in 1933, with a base period
that would have precluded Burley
tobacco, WHO was a leader in
remedying the defect and including
Burley in the AAA program? VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.

6. Who always stood for protection of tenants and share-croppers
and safeguarded rights of small
growers, going before the Senate
Committee in behalf of the -one-half
acre minimum bill" and later, the
"
-one-acre minimum bill?" VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.

3. When in 1936 the Supreme
Court declared the A.A.A. of 1933
unconstitutionaL WHO introduced
the bill that resulted in full payments
to the thousands of farmers who hod
fulfilled production-adjustment contracts with the government? VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.

7. WHO introduced and pressed
to enactment the Chapman-Barkley
tobacco Stocks and Standards Act of
1935, one of the most important permanent contributions to tobacco law
ever enacted? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

4. WHO collaborated in planning
and enacting the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, to improve soil
conservation; 'authorize loans for
storage of surplus yields; develop
domestic and foreign markets; provide marketing quotas upon approval by two-thirds of the growers
voting in a referendum? VI/IgIL
CHAPMAN.
•
5. WHO participated in preparing
all, and personally introduced several, of the subsequent amendments

8. WHO took an active part in
providing a floor under the price of
Burley tobacco equal to 90% of
parity, as the best insurance
against bankruptcy and ruin such
as followed World War I? VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.
9. When the Price Control Act of
October 1 1942, authorized ceilings
on farm products, WHO devised and
drafted the amendment establishing
the price formula for Burley tobacco.
VIRGIL CHAPMAN.
10. WHO led the fight before the

stabilization officials for its proper
interpretation, increasing the return
to Burley growers on the 1942-'43-'44
and '45 crops as follows: 1942—$49.807,500; 1943 —$61,058,400: 1944 —
$75,120,500; 1945—$41.623,200 ... a
total in the four ceiling years of
$227,609,600 — which the growers
could not have got except for that
47-word amendment — enough to
pay a senator's salary for 15,173
years? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.
11. WHO was the key figure in
the enactment of a bill in 1945 which
provided a support price formula
that increased the return to growers
of dark tobacco from six to eight
cents a pound? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.
12. When there was introduced in
the U. S. Senate the Republican
measure known as the Aiken Bill.
which would have reduced the
national marketing quota for Burley
tobacco 200 million pounds and the
support price more than $10.00 a
hundred and would have destroyed
the long established and life saving
program for the Kentucky dark types
of tobacco, WHO sounded the alarm
from Washington and called to
appear before the Senate Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry tobacco
leaders from Kentucky to oppose
this bill? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

Virgil Chapman has been a tried and true friend of Kentucky tobacco growers. Go to the polls Tuesday,
November 2, and vote for Virgil Chapman Democratic nominee for the United States Senate.

KENTUCKY TOBACCO GROWERS FOR CHAPMAN FOR U.S. SENATOR
Headley Shouter, Chin., Lexington, Ky.
Smith Broadbent, Sr., Cadl., Ky
Ben Adams, Hopkinwille, Ky.
V./111am J. Scherrn Owensboro, Ky.
Boons Mill, Renton, Ky.
A. F. Doran, Murray, Ky.
W. J. Foster, Stanley, Ky.
John L Thurman, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Rudy Hendon, Hazel, Ky.
P. K. Hubbard, Munfordville Ky.
Stokes A. Board, MunfordvIlle, Ky.
Trills Yoweg, Pad., Ky.
Jo* A. Jones, North Middletown, Ky.
J. W. Parker, Carlisle, Ky.
Dedirge W. Lysie, North Middletown, Ky.
Jed King, PleasurevIlle, Ky.
J. S. Singleton, Nov. CasHe, Ky.
C. A. Smith, Pendleton, Ky.
DemInt Jon., Compbelloburg, Ky.
H. E. Coons, looringtoin, Ky.
George W. Dunlap, Versatile., Ky,
Ben W. Thompson, Versailles, Ky.
D. J. Williams, Richmond, Ky.
Andrew o. awn, Mardi& KT.
A. C. Kanner, Jr., Aflontwoy, Ky.
Chester Jordan, Brooksville, Ky.
Themes L Clore, Eminence, Ky.
Rahn L Pickett, FInchvIlLe Ky.

H. S. Caywood, North Middletown, Ky.
J. R. Lancaster, Georgetown, Ky.
N. P. Taylor, Winchester, Ky.
W. K. Prewitt, Mt. Sterling, Ky,
Alex Childs, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Omer Rogers, Owsnoville, Ky.
John S. Just, Williamstown, Ky.
Ira T. Caldwell, Crittenden, Ky.
John S. loiter, Harrodsburg, Ky.
Platt Steele, Lexington, Ky.
Frank Kiser, Paris, Ky.
W. C. Clay, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
W. S. Meng, North Middletown, Ky.
S. S. Dickson, Paris, Ky.
Dan H. Lloyd, Germantown, Ky.
Allen Robertson. Augusta, Ky.
L D. Richards, Warsaw, Ky. '
Otha Mitoh.11, Harrodsburg. Ky.
Tom Cook, TaylorsvIlle, Ky.
No Kemper, Monterey, Ky.
Howard McDonald, Monterey, Ky.
Duward Marston, Monterey, Ky.
Walter Shreut, OwIngsville, Ky.
Pr
Weed, Millersburg. Ky.
Demi. legal., Millersburg, Ky.
Finley Rawls, Carlisle, Ky.
Alert Miller, Millersburg, Ky.
Como.
Parts, KY.
lobed Ferwireen, Pads, Ky.

Fwd.,

Walley Haskins, Paris, Ky.
I. C. Holey, Paris, Ky.
Jr. McDaniel., Cynthiana, Ky.
Boyd Caywood, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Newt Lee, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
John Cummins, Cynthiana, Ky.
John T. Woodford, Pods, Ky.
Jr. H. fs Paris, Ky.
E. H. lots, Paris, Ky.
Harry Lefton, Carlisle, Ky.
Merry Sipple, Paris, Ky.
Wm. H. Rogers, Paris, KY.
Charles M. Dean NIcholasville Ky.
R•bert J. Denny, NicholasvIlle. Ky,
Rusoll Brumfield, NIcholasvIlle, Ky.
Hugh Mahin, Keene, Ky.
John C. Wafts, filleholasville, Ky.
Garnett Chomault, Mt. Seeding, Ky.
Francis Dreamer., Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Bell Haddon, Mt. Sterilise, Ky.
Joke Fades, Paris, Ky.
W G. McClintock, Paris, Ky.
Robert G. Jones, North Middlotowet, tr.
Dillard Douglas, Mt. Thrtintl, Ky.
T. W. Mothot, Cynthloew, Ky.
Paul Hossein., Pert Revel, Ky.
Senator James N. Thompson, Ports,
Ky.
Hum* Payne, Rout* 5, Pori, Icy

Thursda , October 28
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a •Twelve

First Draftees
Go To Induction
Center Tuesday

20 Percent. Butler
Pupils On Honor Roll

Butler
percent of
Twenty
were on
pupils
School's
High
Dr. S. G. Dyer, Kuttawa,
the honor roll for the first six
Is Named Medical
weeka period, according to figExaminer; Board To
ures released this week by C.
T. Pollard, superintendent of
Chose Chairman
The first group of registrants schools. Only three juniors and
itrom Draft Board No. 9, serving one sophomore of the school's
Caldwell, Lyon and Crittenden six grades were placed on the
eounties, went to Owensboro special honor roll (all A's).
Tuesdiffs'for physical examina- These include, for the eleventh
tions and other tests, prior to grade; David Alexander, Eleatheir induction into the Army, nor Ann Junes and Sara Richie.
Henry Averdick, chief clerk, The tenth grade student was
Jack Cook.
said.
The regular honor roll inNo details, names pr number,
soncerning the first group of cluded 106 pupils. They are, for
. Lillian Barnes;
draftees going to the induction the seniors:
*enter can be released for pub- Gene Croft; Marie Drennan; Edlication, according to orders ward Glass; Margaret Gresham;
from the State office in Louis- Kennith Hall; Betty Jo Lester;
ville, Mr. Averdick pointed out. Louise Sigler and Joel Stallina.
Dr. S. G. Dyer, Kuttawa, has , Juniors: Rosie Beck; Connie
been appointed Lyon county Brasher; Myrtle Candler; Ranmember of the medical advisory dall Chambliss; Kathleen Cox;
Crittenden Carolyn Croft; Wanda Gray; Biland only
board
county lacks a medical examiner ly Joe Gresham; Zelma Lou
Herrod; James Hodge; Clinton
now, Mr. Averdick said.
A chairman of the draft board Johnston; Bonnie *Martin; Rowill be appointed Friday at the bert McConnell; Mary Virginia
board's regular meeting. Mr. Meadows; Omry Dale Meadows;
Averdick also said' Cleveland Katherine Sue Nickell; Wilma
Thomas Lander, who was listed Prince; Frank Pool; Ann QuisRandolph;
Virginia
last week as a delinquent, has enberry;
Rosemary Redd; Margaret
reported to the board.
Appointment of Robert Em- Smith; Doria Dean Stallins;
mett Rodgers, Marion, Critten- Howard Stone; Carolyn Thomas;
den representative on the board, Charles Wade; Jimmy Wallace
has been confirmed by the and Norman Ward.
Sophomores: Peggy Bate s;
State office.
Ntaional headquarters
an- Margaret Brandon; Chester
nounced this week that no draft- Castleberry; Lucille Cook; Jean
ager except a farmer can be Creekmur; Wilma Sue Cumcertain of deferment under the mins; Hilda DeBoe; Billy Joe
1948 draft law, and even farm- Farless; Betty Sue Goodwin;
ers must prove quite a few Betty Holt; Howard Lisanby;
things about their activities be- James Mick; Sue Mitchell; Lilfore they'll rate deferment, it lie Mae Peters; Billy Joe Pierce;
Lois Stegall; James Siever and
was pointed out.
The pattern closely follows Daniel Thomas.
the Selective Service Act of - Freshmen: Donald Ausen1940, under which there were baugh; Claudie Boaz; Sue Boyd;
no blanket occupational defer- Bobby Bridges; Katherine Hancock; Joyce Hollowell; Rebecca
ments.
Jake; Bernard Jones; Margaret
Ladd; Patsy Lockhart; Freda
Training School On Slip
Oliver; Doris D. Pierce; Jim
Covers At Masonic Home Richie; Glenn Robertson; SidMiss Vivian Curnutt, home ney Satterfield; Wanda Stott;
furnishings specialist of the Ex- Elizabeth Wadlington; Martha
tension Division, College of Ag- Wilson and Artie Wood.
riculture and Home Economics,
Eighth Grade: Wilma Jean
will conduct a training school Brandon; Janice Brinkley; Jeanat the Masonic building Wednes- ette Futrell; Peggy Guess; Pegday, Nov. 3, from 10 to 3 o'clock. gy Hall; Billy Hammond; WanThe purpose is to teach home da Hawkins; Marion Hina; Bobfurnishings leaders of the 15 by Hogan; Frances Hopper;
homemakers clubs how to pre- William C. Mick; Marilyn Milpare a piece of furniture for ton; Patsy Quisenberry; Byron
slip covering, Miss Wilma Van- Rogers; Rozelle Shelton; Betty
diver, home agent, said.
Travis and Chloe Ann Winter.
Seventh Grade: Charlotte AkA kangaroo without a tail, ers; Rebecca Bell; Tommy Biswhich acts as a balancing pole, hop; Reba Ann Call; Raba Ann
overbalances easily and turns Cunningham; Marlene
Haile;
somersaults.
Martha Hodge; Joyce Jarvis;

Jean LaNeave; Ronald Murphy;
Billy Newby; Jean l'aris; Steve
Pollard; Geraline SeotVar.d Elsie
Sisk.
—

•tt

Ed Neal Elected
To District FFA
Officers From Fredonia,
Butler Attend Training
Course At Dawson
Edward Neal, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. G. Neal, Otter Pond
community,. was elected vicepresident of the Western Kentucky District, Future Farmers
of America, at their annual
training meeting Friday, Oct. 22,
at Dawson Springs.
Edward was representing Butler High School Chapter of FFA,
which he serves as secretary.
Others from Caldwell county
attending the training course
were:. James Hodge, president;
Floyd Dunbar, vice-president;
Billy Mitchell, treasurer; Ellis
Johnson, reporter, Roy Hawkins,
sentinel, and James Maddox,
teacher of agriculture from the
Butler chapter.
Representing Fredonia High
School were: Henry Conway,
president; James Goodaker, vicepresident; Glenn Thomason,
treasurer; Bobby Jenkins, reporter; Billy Boitnott, asst. sec.;
Robert Seymore, asst. treas.;
James Dalton, sentinel; Preston
Morris, asst. rep.; Arnold Wigginton, asst. pres.; Charles Vinson, asst. v-pres., and Herman
Brenda, teacher of agriculture.
Purpose of the course is to
give each of the officers intensive training in his duties and
responsibilities.
The officers went in groups
to separate rooms for discussions.
Teachers of agriculture led the
various groups and made short
talks.
Other Western Kentucky officers elected included C. D. Burden, Morganfield, president, and
Winfred Guess, Marion, reporter.
Colman Word, Lacy, was named
secretary, and Raymond Summers, Trigg•county, treasurer.

Livestock Market
Sales on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday were 50c
to $1 lower than a week ago,
it was reported by Brad Lacy,
manager. Total head sold was
1137. Baby beeves topped at $25:
No. 1 veals, $31.50; and hogs, $25.
The most western point in the
United States is. Cape Alva,
Washington.

VOTE FOR
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1947 RED FORD Tlt
PluW Disk, Culhvatw
,
type. Bought 1.
ii LJ A
tda, d equipni
C. Co, ,
a. 114.44;.;
ZY.1
2tp.
flow
t' your
t‘,
,
a perteet
not, we ca ,
alt HEADjob with
ALIGNER —
LIGHT TES'i
a job that wit. :tieet state requirements. Bodge M o t or
Itc
Sales. Phone 87.

PIANOS — RADIOS--ORGANS
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsvillel Ky.
52tp
Ph. 652-M.
TIRES
With a written guarantee for car
truck or tractor. Get our price
Hodge Motor and Implement
tfc
Company. Phone 87.
Kennedy and Stallins — Electrical contractors; ERA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
tfc
Phone 3654 or 541-W.

FOR
DISABLED

RUMMAGE SALE: Sponsored
by Woman's Club. Basement
Elk's Lodge. Saturday, Oct.

AMERICAN
VETERANS

George Greer Editor
Of Purdue Magazine
Lafayette, Ind., Oct. 26 —
George Greer, son of Mr. H.
Greer, 305 S. Jefferson street, is
editor-in-chief of The Rivet,
student humor magazine of Purdue University. Greer is a senior in the School of Mechanical
Engineering.
A resident of Cary Hall, he
is a member of Pi Tau Sigma,
honorary for mechincal engineers, Sigma Delta Chi, national Journalism honorary, and
the Reamer Club, honorary for
men students at the University.

Basketball Card
Nearly Complete
Butler Team To Play
21 Games, Opening
Season Dec. 10
Butler High School basketball
schedule was announced this
week, with ten home games and
nine out-of-town contests listed
for the 1948-49 basketball season. Two dates are open, which;
when filled, will bring the total
to 21 games to be played by
Butler's Tigers.
The opener, a home affair, is
not filled at this time, but will
be played December 10, Other
games follow: Charleston,, Dec.
14, away; Marion, Dec. 17,
away; Morganfield, Dec. 21,
away; Hopkinsville, Dec. 23,
home; Trigg County, Jan. 4,
home; Greenville, Jan. 7, away;
Lyon County, Jan. 11, home;
Guthrie, Jan. 14, home; Fredonia,
Jan 18, away; St. Mary's, Jan.
20, home; Madisonville, Jan. 25,
away; Dawson Springs, Jan. 28,
home; Charleston, Feb. 1,.lannae;
Trigg County, Feb. 4, away;
Feb. 8, open; Fredonia, Feb. 11,
home; Marion, Feb. 15, home;
Lyon County, Feb. 18, away;
Dawson Springs, Feb. 22, away,
and Feb. 25, open.
Subscribe to the Leader

Marvin Pogrotsky
In U. K. Band
"Dixie's Best" Has Nationwide Reputation As
Marching Unit

.A.

FOR SALE: Good air-tight heating stove; heats three or four
rooms; $15. Georgia Dalton,
104 Cox St.
It

Sewing Machines-A Home Neces

CHECK YOUR RED FRONT STORE FOR YOUR
HALLOWE'EN SUPPLIES BEFORE YOU BUY!
Apricot Nectar

Orange Juice
Apple Butter

Sponsored By Druggists

Approximately 200 persons attended a meeting last Wednesday night in the courthouse t
discuss problems of "Diseases o
Livestock and Poultry." Spon
sored by local druggists, severa
out-of-town representatives o
various drug concerns were
speakers. Two films, "Disease
of Poultry" and "The Story o
Phenothiazine", were shown. A
similar meeting is planned for
the latter part of November
Clifton Wood, local druggis
announced.

READ ABOUT IT!

FLOOR SAMPLE CHAIR

SALE!
YOU SAVE $30.00 ON EACH CHAIR!
HURRY - - - GET YOURS - - - QUANTITY LIMITED!

Cooper

Tomato Juice
Pop Corn
Mayonnaise
Sandwich Spread

19c

Grapefruit Juice

can 21c

Marshmallows 10
Salad Dressing
Wesson Oil
Cheeze-it

19c

kSgu.nshine, large pkg.

Duff's — 14 oz. p

Gingerbread Mix

12c
79c
17c
27c

Soda Crackers
Graham Crackers
White Cake Mix1607
Apple Sauce

lb. boa

Swan's Down

My Choice

19-oz. can

Oleomargarine II,.pkg 281
/
2c
Rice
19c
Cheese
85c
Sardines
29c
Pumpkin
14c
Pie Crust Mix

Red Cross Macaroni or

Sp
Corn
Sardines
B
Marmalade
Asparagus Tips

aghetti
3 packages for
Kewpie, Golden Bantam, fancy whole

1 lb. box

Riceland,

Fishei's American 2-lb.
Jonesport in mustard sauce

29 oz. can

Nu Maid
1-1h. pkg.

Boone Co., 29-oz. can

16 oz. can

35c

GENERAL ELECTION
TUESDAY, NOV. 2, 1948
CALDWELL COUNTY REPUBLICAN CAMPAIGN

$69.95 Values
SALE - - - YOUR CHOICE
Truly the greatest chair value we have offered in years.
These lovely chairs are floor samples — some slightly
soiled.

33c
13c

3 Cams for

2 lbs.
1-1b. jar

GODWIN

Pancake Mix

20-oz. pkg.

Chili Con Carne

$39.95
You Save $30.00
Gracefully styled, comfortably spring filled, handsomely covered with fine tapestry and other long-wearing fabrics that
harmonize with practically any furnishings, they fit right
into your decorative plan. Nail-head trim and channel back
style.

COME EARLY - - - DON'T MISS THIS GREAT
SAVING EVENT!

Jordan Furniture Co.

COMMITTEE

(Incorporated)
"11101PKINSVILLE'S LEADING ROME FURNISHERS"

63c
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MEAT SPECIALS

Beef Steak

county agent
the Retail
other leaders
d'ht
nnauyalnig
their uarsd

16 oz. jar

Baby Food
Navy Beans
Honey

Everynaeal

Sale Starts Wednesday Morning - Be Here!

fruitful
of them are obser
F,
ut •
meaningr
ahG porn

Gerber's assorted strained

Saratoga Brand

21-oz. can
Morton House-101 a-oz. can

Says If
Grh
riatla.ifme Found
mbols Followed
hers Get Prize
inl
bdolcaonann::
symbol

and

Ilunt's green and white

121
/
2c

Oleomargarine
Pork & Beans
Brown Beef & Gravy
Hominy
Corn Beef Hash

Merchants
tl-Hiers,
is Al Dinner

erit m
otrhsersa
Hertn
t

urgoo Jim Looney's, 16-oz. can
Welch's Orange

Break '0 Day, Indiana
19_07. can.

71

19-oz. can

No. Y4 size can 1

Miss Julie, pkg 19C

Tomatoes

r-IFist FRIT!' AS
,
com mut.ilY NE Wm.

Holmes in oil

15 oz. can

Alice,

pkz

Our Favorite

It oz. pkg.

Armour Star

SEE WINDOW! EASY TERMS!

EP
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SEWING MACHINE AGENC

The Greatest Bargain in Fine Quality Barrel Chairs Ever
Offered at Jordan's

AND

1'

FOR SALE—Good Drop-head singer, sews perfect,
reasonable.
If your machine needs repairing or adj
FOR
SALE:
Westinghouse
Elec26—Marvin
Oct.
Lexington,
the
head
in, expert mechanic does repairing. VV
bring
tric
Stove.
John
Mahan,
Phone
Pogrotsky of Princeton is one of
shuttles, bobbins, bands, oil, needles for all makes. A
84.
ltp
100 members of the University
tight band and repairing makes your machine sew lik
of Kentucky's famed, all-male
SEAT COVERS
"Best Band in Dixie". Under di- Guaranteed not to rip or fade.
rection of Frank J. Prindl, the
For your car or truck. Instalknown
band has become
Over Penney's
lation by experts at no extra
throughout the Nation as a crack
cost. Hodge Motor ana Implemarching unit.
Pogrotslcy is a clarinetist in
the band.
Last year the band made 30
public appearances, including
performances at the Kentucky
Derby, Great Lakes Bowl Game,
Pine Mountain Music Festival,
and the Governor's Inauguration.
Heart of Florida
In addition to providing mu23-oz
sic for home football and basc
/
2
46 oz C31221
ketball games, the band meets
Naas, fancy Indiana
the Wildcat teams on their reFarm Brand
turn to the campus, plays for
46-oz. can
4
pep rallies, and marches for
28 oz. jar
military parades and reviews.
Texsun
Jolly Time, 10-oz. can
Conductor Prindl directs a
Queen Anne
symphonic concert band made
up of personnel from the
Puritan
16 oz. jar
marching band during the conQueen Anne
cert band season. The feature
oz. pkg.
activity of this organization will
be an annual spring concert to
be presented on May 1.
Ovenkiat
8 oz. jar
2-lb boa
200 Attend Meeting
qt. bottle
Sugar and honey Sunshine

EXTRA SPECIAL!

Dewey Warren

ed. Knowledge of
ing and constructi
refrigNorge
used
SALE:
1
FOR
but not essential. F
Frigidaire
reused
erator; I
tails write Crawl
,1 aav
ltc
Maytag
frigerator; 1 used
Sales Co., 421 Fait°
washer. All in first class conA.%VF MONEY
Evansville, Indiana.'
dition. McConnell Electric Co.
Ii
,
Par parts
lte
"TAKE
OVER" Sp
your
for
tiatwooldlee and
Account: We have
1,41,., of aues;le And flannelif
.
Small Spinet Piano
North $2.50, for
liltL,,myatty. Phone $T
standard make. M
$1 9a. Wood Bros. Dad 'n Lad
tfc
in this section at is
ltc
Store.
with good credit
J us t. received: Shipment of FIRE INSURANCE: See or call
Small Down Paym
"Style-Mart" suits; topcoats in
W. P. McYin, agent. 611 N.
several monthly
covert and gabardine. Wood
ltp
Jefferson St.
Write Finance De
Bros. Dad 'n Lad Store.
ltc
Box 714, Evansville
Reliable man with car wanted
mediately. Will no
'BATTERIES
to call on farmers in Caldto see Piano.
With a written guarantee for
well County. Wonderful opyour car, truck or tractor. Get
portunity. $15 to $20 in a
our price. Hodge Motor and
day. Ni experience or capi"HE'LL UNDERS
Implement
Company. Phone
tal required. Permanent.
87.
tfc
Write today. MeNESS COMand
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport,
FOR SALE: 4-burner oil stove;
SAY
WELL
D
2tp
311.
table-top; used about a year.
by
Four
Knig
See Mrs. E. C. Word, Madi- LARE COAL STOVE for sale,
We have a limited a
sonville St.
ltp
bargain for cash. Can be seen
this great record.
at Princeton ,Leader Shop. ltp
Specials: 6 all-wool melton jackALSO
ets; 40 to 46 sizes. Worth $7.50, "Unusual oppoetunity for the
for $4.95. Wood Bros. Dad 'n
Crittenden,
right
man in
SUGAR 131.
Lad Store.
lte
Caldwell, Livingston, a n d
by Clyde Met'
Lyon Counties selling and inFOR MONUMENTS: Good qualstalling well known Crawity, good workmanship, see W.
Princeton MUSi
ford Overhead Garage Doors
R. Allen, W. Main_ St. Phone
to home owners, garages,
698-J. Princeton, Ky.
tfc
In rear Woodall's
warehouses, factories, etc. A
on Main St.
Special full run of heavy sweat
chance to own a profitable
shirts; 36-46. Worth $1.95 for
COME IN NO
business on small operating
$1.50. Wood Bros. Lad 'n Dad
capital. We help you get startStore.
ltc

Co.

meat Company. Phone 87. tic

Classified Ads

At'
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?tinting

